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VOLUME

LBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY AFTERNOON, FEBRUARY 11, 1902

1G

Among othfr measures passed
were the following:
Appropriating $80,000 for a public
building at Gainesville, Texas; to est
entry at Naco, Aritablish a
vote.

wis

.

T .

sub-por-

zona.
At

1 o'clock
consideration of the
Philippine tariff bill was resumed.
City
Teller, who had the floor when the
senate adjourned yesterday, continued
his speech. He did not think holding
by Army
the islands by this government ever
would be profitable and he could see
readily that it might prove dungerous.
It was contrary to our principles to Unknown Schooner Burns to
hold any people In subjection by force.
Nobody, he said, was likely to question
Water's Edge.
the right of the United States to hold
the archipelago; no nation would dare
to raise such a question. That ques
tion might be raised in the American Teddy Roosevelt Reported Better by
congress, but nowhere else. He felt
that a profound mistake had been
His Physicians.
made in our early treatment of the
Filipinos, but the treaty had been
passed and it was now our duty to do
MISS STONE STILL A PRISONER.
what was right. Noliody insisted, he
said, that the United States could
force upon the Filipinos our govern
ment or our civil nation. They are a
a
people of a different race from the o
and such government as O Washington, Feb. 11. The re-O
port
of the board of high ranking O
would be desirable for Americans
army officers, headed by Lieuten- would not be desirable for, the Fill-p- i
ant General Miles, which consid- I'.OS.
ered the question of army posts,
was made public at the war de-HOUSE.
pen
partment today. The board rec- The senate amendments to the
ommends the establishment of
sions appropriation bill were
the following new posts:
in, and the bill was sent to con
One for a regiment ot infantry
ference.
in the vicinity of Los Angeles,
General debate having closed yester,
Cal.
day on the oleomargarine bill. It was
One for a regiment of cavalry
read for amendment under the
on the camp site of Nacimlento
rule.
ranch.
One for a regiment of Infantry
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
In the vicinity of Albuquerque,

Great Britain True to

This

This Country.
Mormons in Utah

ed

Said

to

Practise Polygamy.
Prince

Henry of Prussia

Will Sail

for This Country.
FILIPINO

INSURGENT

$2.503.25; canners. $1.25T2.25; bulls.
j.ztra4.iiii; rnlvcs, $2.5tf 7.(U; Texas
fed steers, $!6.
Sheep Receipts, 12,000 head; market steady; lambs 10c higher.

LEADER CAPTURED.

London, Feb. 11. The under secretary of the foreign office, Lord Cran- borne, replying In the house of commons today to a question of Henry
Norman, liberal, who asKect whether
the government's attention had been
called to a statement of the German
press, alleged to have received official
confirmation at Berlin, to the effect
that Great Britain, on April 14, 1898,
through her ambassador at Washington, Lord Pauncefote, proposed a tresh
note in which the powers should declare that Europe did not regard armed Intervention of the United States
In Cuba as justifiable, and that in consequence of Germany's refusal to accept this proposal, the step was abandoned, said:
"No, sir. Her late majesty's government never proposed through her
majesty's ambassador or otherwise Territorial Funds New Agent-Pens- ions
any declaration adverse to the action
of the United States in Cuba. On the
Granted.
contrary, her late majesty's government declined to assent to any such
proposal."
CORPORATION NAME CHANGED.
Anglo-Saxo-

Kansas City Live Stock.
Mo.. Feb. 11. Cattle
Receipts. ?.,.,() head: market steady;

Recommend
Board.

Kansas City.

native steers. $4.S5(7rG.25; Texas and
Indian steers. $4.755.25; Texas cows,
$2.754.50; native rows and heifers,
3f5.25; stockers and feeders. $3.50(fi
4.85; bulls, $3(4.50;
calves, $4.60

83.50 fr4.50.

Utah Mormons Charged with Defying
Laws of the State.
Salt Lake, Utah, Feb. 11. The Min
isterial Alliance of Salt Lake has
unanimously adopted the report of a
committee of that organization, ap
pointed to Investigate the alleged prac
tice and teaching of polygamy by the
Mormons. This report is to be used as
a petition for the passage of a consti
tutional amendment prohibiting polyg
amy and will be sent to the Judiciary
committees In congress. The report.
which is quite lengthy, sets forth that
positive evidence can be produced that
polygamy is both practiced and taught
by the Mormons at the present time in
open defiance of the laws of the state.
The document contains numerous
quoted statements alleged to have
been made iy Mormon leaders, in
which the practice and teaching of
polygamy is advocated and urged relaws to the congardless of
trary.
Among the specified statements by
the church leaders given, is the following:
"Joseph F. Smith, formerly chief
counsellor to President bnow, and now
president of the church, said in 1896,
while dedicating a meeting house In
v.
Pavson:
" "Take care of your polygamous
wires. We don't care for Untie faam
man-mad- e

nnw ' "

President Smith, when seen today by
a representative of the Aseociated
Press, made the following statement:
"I wish to declare emphatically that
I never said any such thing, either at
Pavson or any other place. I have ex
pressed my sentiments as to the families of men who contracted plural marriages years ago, that they should provide for and educate and take care of
them in every proper way. I say so
now, but the remark attributed to me
about 'Uncle Sam' I never made, and
the statement that I did so is utterly
and wickedly false."

Territorial Treasurer J. H. Vaughn
has received of Eugenio Romero, collector of San Miguel county, $70.84 of
1900 taxes, and $994.86 of 1901 taxes.
NEW MEXICO AGENT.

Papers have been filed with the secretary o fthe territory appointing Chas.
K. Temple, of Lordsburg, Grant coun
ty. New Mexico agent lor the Houston
Mining & Milling company of Arizona.
PENSIONS uHaNTED.
The following New Mexico pensions
have been granted: Benjamin F. Gir- ard. United States general hospital at
Fort Bayard, Grant county, $8 per
month; Concepeion Sanchez.Cleveland,
Mora county, $8 per month; Solomon
Sly, Silver City, Grant county, $12 per
month; Santos Munis, Penasco, Taos
county, $8 per month.
CHANGE IN CORPORATION NAME.
At a meeting held in Philadelphia on
February 8, of the Central Copper com
pany, with headquarters at Las Cruces,
N. M., the name of the corporation was
changed to the Central Gold & Copper
company, and the number of directors
was Increased from five to nine. Pa.
pers noting this change were filed yes.
terday in the office ot Territorial Sec
retary J. w. Raynolds.
DELEGATE APPOINTED.
Governor Otero appointed J. W. Ben
ham delegate to the South Carolina

Interstate and West Indian Exposition
Mr. Benhani is con
at Charleston.
nected with the Hyde Exploration
company and will have charge of the
New Mexico exhibit at Charleston, be
ing appointed upon the request of the
other commissioners trom New Mex
ico to the exposition.

ACCIDENTAL

KILLING.

PRINCE HENRY.

Victor Gurule Shot and Killed by

on Saturday for This
Country,
Berlin, Feb. 11. Prince Henry of
Prussia will sail for the United States
on Saturday as arranged. Even should

His Own Pistol.

He Will Sail

President Roosevelt's son's illness result fatally before that time it is
that the prince will enter upon his
journey, unless it should appear to he
President Roosevelt's desire that hia
visit be deferred or omitted altogether.
prol-abl-

e

INTERESTING

BELEN ITEMS.

Railroad Not H"ld for Fire Damages in
Colorado Springs.
Denver. Colo., Feb. 11. Impression
in Colorado tbat the court of appeals,
In reversing the decision of the district
court of El Paso county, which dismissed the suit against the Denve.r &
Rio Grande Railway company for damages resulting from a fire which destroyed much property in Colorado
Springs, on August' 1. 1898. decided
that the railway company was responsible for losses entailed by the fire,
proves erroneous. The court of appeals merely decideu that the lower
court erred in limiting the plaintiff to
one of four causes of action named In
the complaint and In excluding testimony which was offered. The enect
of the decision Is to
the question of liability for damages resulting
from the fire.
;

,

n

shooting occurred yesterday morning
about 7 o'clock in the mountains east
of here, which resulted in the death of
Victor Gurule, a promising young man
LEADER CAPTURED.
of this place. Gurule was on the way
to his cattle ranch eighteen miles from
Filipino Insurgent Leader Captured by here, when the mishap occurred. He
Troops.
American
in stooping to pick up some object
Manila. Feb. 11. A brother of
from the ground In some way caught
capbeen
leader,
has
insurgent
his Colt's pistol and as it struck the
sergeant
of the ground it was discharged, the ball
tured. He was chief
Batangas insurgents.
penetrating his neck, going up into
A strong insurgent post has been the head.
His death was instantaneprovLaguna
captured near Calamba.
ous.
post
Mr. Gurule was an nonest, industriince. It is believed that this
formed Malvar's headquarters.
ous man and was a good citizen, and
respected by all who knew him. His
SENATE PROCEEDINGS.
many friends regret the sad accident
which caused his death. Mr. Gurule
Resolution Passed to Inaugurate the was about 20 years old. His funeral
President in April.
will bo held in Tome tomorrow, the
Washington. Feb. 11. Upon request Hth. at 9 a. 111.
Mr. Norwood, the Santa Fe foreman
of Hoar, the senate proceeded to confrom Texas
sideration of the joint resolution pro- at this place, returned morning.
Mr.
posing an amendment to the constitu- with his brine Sunday
very
iopular young man
tion respecting the termination and Norwood is a
wishing
commencement of congress, changing and Helen people all join in
the date of inauguration of the presi- him every happiness, and we all exto his wife.
dent and vice president from March tend the nand of triendship
Invitations are out announcing the
4th to the last Thursday in April, at
noon, the commencement and termina- Valentine dance which will be given
tion of congress to occur at the same by the ladies of Helen at the rooms of
club on next Saturday
the
time.
Stewart opposed the passage of the evening. Every one is planning for
resolution, but the senate adopted the a fine time, which is assured in that
the ladies are promoters of the party.
resolution by the necessary
Mai-va-

r,

Hey-Da-

two-third-

s

FOR NEW MEXICO.

N. M.

One for a regiment of infantry
on Governor's Island, New York D

Provision Made by House Bill for
One for a regiment of infantry
General Appropriations.
in the vicinity of Washington, D.
C, north of the Potomac.
One for a battalion of infantry
In Red River valley, In the vicin- MONEY FOR OFFICIALS.
lty of Crook ston.
One for a regiment of Infantry O
on the camp site of Conowago
The general appropriation bill as invalley, Pa., when practicable.
troduced In the house of representaThe sites recommended for four
tives of congress, makes the following
permanent camps are:
In the
provisions of Interest to New Mexico:
vicinity of Chickamauga Park,
For governor, $3,000; chief justice
Ga.; Fort Riley, Kan.; Conowago
four associate judges, at $3,000
and
Valley, Pa.; Nacimlento ranch, in
secretary, $1,800; and interpreteach;
Monterey, and San Luis, Obispo
er and translator in the executive ofcounty, Cal.
O fice, $500', In all, $20,300.
. .
For contingent expenses of the terriOOOOOO0OLOO08O0O808 tory, to be expended by the governor,
$500.
SCHOONER BURNS.
For legislative expenses, namely:
Unknown Vessel Burns to Water's For rent, light, fuel, telephone. Ice,
water, stationery, record flies, record
Edge Near Cape May.
Cape May, N. J.. Feb. ax. The Hulk casings, printing, postage, clerks, stenof an unknown schooner burned at sea ographer and typewriter, messenger
off this place is floating about in the and porter, and incidentals in secreIce this morning a few miles off shore. tary's office; for pay of members and
Crews of five life saving stations went officers of the legislative assembly,
to the assistance of the hurnlng vessel, mileage, rent of rooms for the legislabut after leing out until 3 o'clock gave ture and committees, furniture, stationery, printing, binding, fuel, lights,
up the attempt to rescue her.
and incidentals, $24,250.
"TEDDY ' ROOSEVELT.
Mine Inspectors: For salaries of two
mine inspectors, authorized by the act
By
His of March 3, 1891, for the protection of
His Condition Reported Better
Physician mis Morning.
the lives of miners In the territories,
presiGroton, Mass., Feb. 11. The
at $2,000 per annum each. $4.oo0.
dent's son's condition showed some
For per diem, subject to such rules
Improvement this morning. Secretary and regulations as the secretary of the
Cortleyou gave out the information interior may prescribe, in lieu ftf subthat lioth temperature and respiration sistence at a rate not exceeding $3 er
is better. The disease has passed the day each, while absent from their
climax in the lett lung to the satisfac- homes on duty, and for actual necestion of the physicians.
sary traveling expenses of said inspecAt 11 o'clock Secretary Cortelyou tors, including necessary sleeping car
made the following statement:
fares. $3,350.
"The condition of the boy since the
For surveyor general of the territory
favorable announcement of this morn- of New Mexico, $2.000 ; and for clerks
ing has remained unchanged. Pleurisy in nis office, $10,000; in all. $12,000.
developed this morning, which has
For pay of messenger, printing, staproved to be very slight thus far."
tionery, drafting instruments, drawing
At 3 o'clock Secietary Cortelyou paper, binding records, telephone, reggave out the following:
istration of letters, postoffice box rent,
"Symptoms are not quite as favora- towels, looks of reference for office
ble as this morning. This was antici- use. and other incidental expenses,
pated, as from the nature of the dis- $l.oo(i.
ease the patient Is not expected to be
Court of private land claims: For
as well tonight or tomorrow morning chief justice and four associate Jusas he was this morning."
tices at $5,000 each.
For clerk, $2,000.
MISS STONE.
For stenographer, $1,500.
For attorney, $3,5oo.
She Has Not Been Released By the
For interpreter and translator, $1,.
Brigands.
51 mi; in all, $33,500.
Constantinople. Feb. 11. The AmerFor deputy clerks, as authorized by
ican delegates remaining at Ceres. law,
as may be necMacedonia, after the failure recently essary.so much therefor
ransoming
the
negotiations
for
of
fo enable the attorney general to
missionary. Miss employ
American
such
assistant attorneys,
again
have
Tsilka,
Stone and Mme.
agents,
and experts to
stenographers,
brigands.
started negotiations with the
aid the United States attorney for said
court as may be necessary to conduct
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS.
the business of the court of private
land claims during the fiscal year 19o2,
New York Metal.
$1,000.
;
New York. Feb. 11. Copper Dull
That section 19 of an act entitled
12c. Lead Firm;
'"An act to establish a court of private
lan. I claims in certain states and terriSt. Louis Wool.
approved
March 3, 1891, as
tories,"
11.
Wool Firm:
St. Louis. Feb.
legislative,
and
in
amended
territory and western medium, ICij judicial appropriation actexecutive,
for the fiscal
18c; fine, 12 17c; coarse, 12ft ICe.
year IU01. approved April 17, 1900, be,
and the same is hereby further amendNew York Money.
New York, Feb. 11. Money on call ed to read as follows:
powers
harbor.

.

d

Special Correspondence.
Helen, N. M., Feb. 10. An accidental

y

$4.1.

and
"Section 19. That the
functions of the court established by
this act shall cease and determine on
ver. 55.
the 30th day of June, 1903, and all papers filed and records In the possession
Chicago Grain.
to any
Chicago. III., Feb. 11. Wheat Feb., of the said court and
other public office of the United States
May, 7S,,i4c
75c;
Corn Feb., 59,ic; May, Cl;&Cl78c. shall be returned to such office, and all
others papers, flies and records in the
Oats Feb., 42;c; May, 43c.
possession or appertaining to Bald
Pork Feb., $15.T(j; May. $15.90.
I.ard Feb., $9.37; May, $9.52li5 court shall be returned to and filed in
;he department of the interior."
9.55.
steady at 2'i per cent. Prime
cantile paper at 4&',i per cent.

merSil-

Ribs Feb., $!.45: May. S.574ffi 8. mi
e64J$3Ep
Mo.,, xzfiftffm vbgkqYY
Chicago Live Stock.
Chicago. 111., Feb. 11. Cattle

ceipts, 4,500 head; market
good to prime steers. $ij.50g7;
medium, $4&G; stockers and
$2.5o4.5o; cows, $1.25(35;

1

1

wethers,

COURT DECISION.

n

POLYGAMY.

How it Was Wrecked
by the Cashier.

Nebraska Town Excited Over
Sheep Rereipts. 1,000 head; market
strong; muttons. $4r5; lambs. $.50ff
a Bank Failure.
fi.25; rantre
$4.40W4.85; ewes,

five-minu- te

PRACTICE

and testified that he had bought the
copper from Captain Sutherland, pay.
ing him $4.90 for it.
"The money," continued the captain,
on cross examination, "was divided
up equally with the boys at .ue fire
headquarters."
Upon the conclusion of the testimony '
In the case. Alderman Harsch rose In
his place and moved that the mayor
out of both of them and
"roast h
keep the captain in his place."
The court sustained the motion, but
tue mayor refused to "roast h
out of
them."
This morning Chief Ruppe called on
Captain Sutherland and told him that
as peace now prevails he was reinstated to his position and that he must
not tin any more.

DETROT

6.50.

oooooooooaooooooooo

O

NUMBER 69

Schooner on Fire.
Atlantic City. N. J.. Feb. 11. The
crew of the Cold Springs life saving

the Finest Residences in
diana Destroyed by Fire.

One of

In-

Wool Market.
Boston, Feb. 11. While the general
demand is moderate some fair sales
are being made In the wool market and
business doing Is at full prices. DealMIKE EXPLOS ON IN TENNESSEE.
ers do not. anticipate any large boom,
but look for steady trade, and grad
ually hardening values.
Territory
Detroit. Mich.. Feb. 11. The most wools held firm and the stock of better
vital question to depositors of the wools has become considerably rewrecked City Savings bank is whether duced.
the checks which Cashier H. A. AnKing Edward's Levee.
drews certified for F. C. Andrews,
Lond on. Feb. 11. Klncr Fldvar'i
when he nad no funds in the bank,
amounting to $GG2.000, and which the first levee since hia accession to the
latter deposited among four other local throne was held at St. James palace
banks and a trust company are legal. at noon today and was an exceptional
If they are held to be illegal because ly iirunant runction.
of Cashier Andrews having certified
to them without knowledge of the diDANIELS MISSING.
rectors, it is thought that the assets
or the City Savings bank, with what
uR8 been turned to it by F. C. Andrews,
whl be sufficient to pay the depositors Newly Appointed Federal Official
in full. On the cotnrary, if they are
Cannot be Located.
held to be legal, it will take just tnat
amount from the depositors. The
president. F. C. Pingree, said today
that he believed the checks would be
ARIZONA'S MARSHAL.
decided Illegal and that the depositors
would receive at least 75 cents on the
dollar. F. C. Andrews has not turned
A special dispatch from Washington
over to the City Savings bank any se- to the
News, under date of
curities that he took out of other FebruaryDenver
9, says:
banks with certified checks and their
Just where Benjamin Franklin Danwhereabouts Is not known.
iels, the recently appointed marshal
for Arizona, has secreted himself, the
TOWN EXCITED.
authorities In Washington, and especNebraska Village Want to Lynch Trio ially the president, are very anxloua
to know. All efforts made to discover
of Bank Wreckers.
David City, Neb., Feb. 11. George him within the last few days have, up
S. Gould was arrested at Bellwood last to the present, been unavailing. Doubts
night, charged with conspiracy in con- as to the character of the new marshal
nection with the failure of the Platte were recently followed by doubts conValley bank at Hellwood. He Is the cerning his real name. It is now given
third of the Gould brothers placed un- out as authoritative that the name of
der arrest. He was brought to this the tallont Rough Jitder who served Jn.
city to avoid trouble, as excitement Cuba with President. Roosevelt is Benjamin Franklin Daniels, and not Ben
still runs high at Hellwood.
Daniels or Ben S. Daniels, as it has
frequently been reported. The presiDESTROYED BY FIRE.
One of the Handsomest Residences In
Indiana Burned.
Fort Wayne, Ind., Feb. 11. BrooK- side, the handsome country home of
John H. Bass, head of the Bass Car
Wheel foundries, was totally destroyed
by fire today. The fire originated from
increased gas pressure In the furnaces
during the night. Loss on the building, $110,000. me Bass home was one
of the handsomest residences In the
state and contained many art treasures.
Mine Explosion.
Bonalr, Tenn., Feb. 11. Over fifteen
men were injured by dust explosion in
the main entry of mine No. 5. All
were rescued and probably will recover.

CAPTAIN SUTHERLAND.
The Court Failed to Bounce Him on
Preferred Charges.
PROCEEDINGS OF TRIAL.

"Eugene Sutherland Is still captalnot
Albuquerque's paid fire department, although suspended yesterday, and the
warring factions in the department are
at peace again."
Thus spoke one of the City's aldermen who attended the special meeting
of the council yesterday afternoon to
hear the charges preferred against the
captain by Fire Chief Ruppe.
The court convened at the mayor s
office promptly at 4 o'clock yesterday
afternoon, all present except Jurors
Rogers and Wright, and quite a
array of counsel for the
representative parties.
Chief Ruppe was represented by
City Attorney Moore, who, In this case,
acted as prosecuting attorney.
The presiding officer of the court,
the mayor, asked Captain Sutherland
if he was represented, and he promptly stated that Alderman Harsch. one
of the sitting Jurors, would officiate
as his counsel.

The charges were then read, when
th presiding officer asked the accused
if he was guilty, to which he replied
that he was not. and therefore the city,
through the prosecuting attorney, was
put to proof to sustain the charges
made by the chief of the Are department.
It appeared from the evidence
from the captain, that he had
absented himself from the fire department headquarters on divers occasions,
and had on one occasion gone as ar as
the old town to attend a game of base
ball without first securing permission
from the chief. On other occasions
he had gone to purchase beef and to
get shaved. The charges of having sold
city property, without reporting same,
was substantiated and it appeared in
evidence that he had sold some copper belonging to the city to Thomas
d

dent, having cleared up1 one mystery.
Is now anxious to hear from Daniels
himself concerning his identity with
the Daniels who served a term In the
Wyoming prison, but up to the present
nothing has been forthcoming, not
even ' information as to his whereabouts.

The Daniels case has become a favorite topic in the clubs and at dinners
here, and many opinions are expressed
as to just what constitutes a real husky
United States marshal. Many contend
that if he has been in jail he will be all
the better as a public servant in putting others where he has been himself.
Senator Hoar, himself, Is perhaps a
believer in this theory, for in his recent speecn in the senate in the defense of the action of the judiciary
committee in confirming the nomination of Daniels he took Senator Teller
severely to task for the position he had
assumed against the action, and said
he did not desire to allow his somepuritanical New
what straight-laced- ,
England notions to put a curb upon the
free and untrammeled habits ot a life
In the wild and woolly west.
The scene which took place at the
white house when Daniels presented
himself and asked for the position Is
somewhat graphically described by a
senator who claims to have been present.

When Daniels made his

appear-anc-

e,

the president immediately spied
him, and broke away from a party of
lawmakers with whom he was holding
conversation over important business.

"Why, hello. Daniels," be said.
"Hello, colonel," returned Daniels,
and the pair grasped each other'B
hands.
"Where have you been keeping yourself. Daniels?" asked the president.
"Oh, I've been running around the
west a bit," said Daniels.
"I'm right glad you came in to see
me," said Mr. Roosevelt. "Now what
can I do for you? Isn't there some
oflice you want?"
"Yes." said Daniels, "I want to be
marshal of Arizona."
' Done." said the president. "I'll have
it attended to inside of twenty-fou- r
hoin s."
The president was as good as his
word, and Daniels got the appointment
within the time named.
Within the past two or three days
letters and telegrams from towns in
Wyoming and Colorado, testifying to
the integrity of Daniels, have been
pouring into the white house. Citizens
of Cripple Creek say that Daniels
never dealt anything but a square
game in faro. The president himself
enthusiast if ally discussed the qualifications of the brave man who served
with him in Cuba, and is hoping daily
to hear from him. that he is not the
Daniels who served a prison term in
Wyoming.
Gould Invests.
St. Louis. Feb. 11. Property covering five blocks was today transferred
to George J. Gould, president of the
Missouri Pacific and Iron Mountain
railway companies. The consideration
was $285,000. It is rumored that Gould
Intend! to build an immense freight
depot and extend the freight yard fa-

Re- station returned at daylight nearly exsteady; hausted from their search for the
poor to crew of the schooner on fire oft Cape
feeders, May. The name of the schooner was Keleher.
Mr. Keleher was put on the stand cilities.
heifers, not learned.
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Valentines,
WATERMAN FOUNTAIN PENS,
CARVED LEATHER GOODS, at

O. A. MATSCN
w . Railroad Ave

&
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,

Albuquerque, New

.

Pf,

ex

I'urr. Drugs, Toilet Articles, Trusses, Rubier Supplies,
hrxl Protectors and Druggists' Sundries.

The thieves entered at the

Prescriptions fdled with care and accuracy.
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Daily

one-eight- h
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Editor

Thos. Hughes

W. T. McOrelght, Mgr. and City Ed.

Publisheu Daily and Weekly.

Associated Press afternoon dispatches
Largest City and County Circulation
The Largest New Mexico Circulation
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation
Copies of this paper may be found
on file at w'asalngton in the office of
our special correspondent, E. O.
S18 F street, N. W., Washington,
Sig-ger-

New Mexico demands Statehood
Congress.
from the
Terms of Subscription:
Dally, by mall, one year
V 00
h

1 &u
Dally, by mall, three monms
60
Dally. y mall, one month
75
by carrier, one month
oy
year
per
man,
weein.v,
i uw
flZEN will be delivered
THE Da.ui
In the c.iy at the low rate of 20 rents per
week, or for 'io cents per month, when
paid monthly. Th se rates are less than
those of any other dally paper In the

. Hi

Ml 1 1

M.

M.

I

fOIi'S

i

territory.

thousand horses, it is
now stated officially, have been bought
In the United States for the British
army in South Africa.
n

Last year 150,072.6t7 was invested
In building operations in New York
city, or nearly double tne amount of

the preceding twelve months.

Great Britain continues to count up
the cost of the Boer war and the
figures are still steadily rising, both in
pounds sterling and in casualties.
One of the
justices of New
Mexico has achieved fame by endorsing the merits of a patent medicine.
His name is Silas Hare and he was a
judge in this territory in 18G2.
ex-chi-

One of the lest new year resolutions
made was that of a number of companies, including many railroads in
the United States, to voluntarily Increase the wage scale of their employes.

It begins to appear that England s
much vaunted friendsnip for this country in the Spanish-Americawar was
of the same brand as that shown by
her in the rebellion, the war of 1812
and the revolution.
n

Ocean passenger rates to Europe will
be put up $5 next summer. The cabin
passengers from the United States last
year numbered 128.0O0, and the raise
means at least $:imi,0(0 more for the
steamship companie s.
Coal production in the United States
has grown from a point close to zero
10U years aso to 3,&m,iint tons in 1850
and to 270,000,000 tons in l.'nu, a larger
total than marks th? output of any
other country in the world.

The Honolulu Bulletin says that the
president and congress can bank on it,
that practically free sugar from Cuba
is not one of the practical methods of
creating a population of independent
American farmers in Hawaii.
Most people think that France is the
glovemaking country par excellence,
Germany, however, has the largest
number of concerns engaged in the
making of leather gloves of any eoun
try in Europe, the number being over
1.100.

For the sake of helping the reclamation of the western arid land, Nebras- kans are urging congress to establish
three reserves, aggregating CuS.720
acres, in the sandhill districts of their
state, in which to conduct timber raising experiments.
Although the latent census taken of
the population of Ireland shows that
it is now smaller than that of Scotland
and little more than half what it was
sixty years ago, the excess of births
over deaths from 1S91 to 1901 was
218.222. Emigration is what is depopulating tfie islaud.
No more careful and complete health
reports are made than those of the
United States marine hospital service.
Taking these tor authority, smallpox
is prevalent in every part of the country. In New York city, lor five motnhs
ending November 30, there were 670
cases, with 162 deaths.
HUMANE ASSOCIATION.
The American Humane association,
organized in 1877, makes an appeal for
the assistance of people iu every portion of the United btates to aid it in
extending its work over the country.
The association is a federation of humane societies. Their reports show
that for the year ending October 31,
1901, the number of cases of cruelty
investigated was: To children, 29,461;
to animals, 98,896. As the present as- -
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UPWARDS OR

TWO THOUSAND PIECES

front

door, which was not hard to pry open,
and touched nothing except the safe
and cash register.
Two small railroad checks were also
taken, but will do the thieves no good,
ns payment will at once be stopped.
At about 9:30 o'colck the night mentioned parties were seen walking hack
nnd forth on the sidewalk in front of
the store, and is now thought that
these were the ones who did the work.
Mr. Wamel was away from home at
the time, being at his ranch In the
Animas valley.

All Samples and No Two Alike

Qualities and Prices Amazingly Attractive
It is a Sale which Offers You
Advantages Not to be Duplicated

:

Anywhere

Both Injured.
An accident that resulted rather seriously and which might easily have
been much worse, occured Wednesday, on the old Ellice & Every farm,
near Otis, now owned by Beyer &
Fouss. W. M. Beyer and an employe
named Charles Pluromer were riding
on a
when in some manner
it toppled off the wagon, and in the
fall, Plummer sustained a broken leg
and Mr. Beyer a sprained arm. Both OOCOC)COCOCOOOCOOCXXA-came to town for medical attention.
Plummer was fixed up and left for his
home in Kansas City, he having only
LOOK AROUND.
come out with the car of horses and
It is common to hear people In tnla hogs recently received by Beyer &
city deplore the lack of advantages Fouss. Carlsbad Argus.
found in eastern cities. If tney would
Alkaloid Poisoning.
look about tney might discover nearly
everything here that is common to any
Charles Anderwerth, a
city. How many people have visited and popular young farmer of the Florthe ice factory and watched the won- - ence district, died Wednesday morning
' from alkaloid poisoning, resulting from
"
is safe to assert that not one in a
the use of milk and butter from a dis
Litrge Variety
jred of the people of this city has ever eased cow. Young Anderwerth was in
,,i i,t at i, elrwtr n Hrht nlnnt nnrt the prime of his strength, only aliotit
saw the harnessing of the electric cur 30 years old, and the news of his death
rents to produce light and power. The comes as a great shock to friends and
machine shops of the Santa Fe Pacific acquaintances. The burial took place
n the Lookout cemetery. There are
road is a marvel of mechanical invenOatmeal Soap, Large
tion and a storehouse of intricate and several cases of like poisoning from
Cakes for Bath, 3 for....4'M
massive macnlnery. The daily news- the same cause in tne lower valley.
papers have the same sort of machines L. C. Maze being reported as quite ill
Transparent Glycerine
to be found in the largest offices of of same trouble. -- Carlsbad Argus.
&
Soap, 3 Cakes for
public
two
city.
.York
New
The
libraries
JEMEZ
ALBUQUERQUE
8PRINGS
A
upon
every
subject.
have books
almost
Highly Scented Soaps, such as
STAGE.
In fact, nearly every western town
I'almrose, Lilac, Laven- - 9X
every
stables
from
Trimble's
Leaves
conhas nearly all the comforts and
4JL
dor, 3 Cakes for
5
o
clock
Saturday
at
Tuesday
and
veniences of the largest cities. The
change
of
Only
a.
m.
stock
a
with
line
chronic kickers uo not try to find the
J. H. O'RIELLY & CO
pleasant things surrounding them, and en route through in a day. Bath house
bemoan the lack of luxuries which are open all the year. Fine winter resort.
Prescription Druggists.
Tickets for sale by W. L. I'nmble &
almost at their elbows.
J. B. BLOCK. Prop.
Co., Albuquerque.
Corner 2nd St. and Gol d Ave
o
ARIZONA'S MARSHAL;
Decency still prevails to a consider- OOOOOOOOOOOQOOOOCfOO
PINGREE & SMITH'S SHOES 0
able extent in the United States. The O
FOR WOMEN ARE PERFECT IN O
appointment of a murderer, gambler
and convict to the position of United O FIT. STYLE AND WORKMAN- - O
O
States marsnal of Arizona uas aroused O SHIP.
B. I Lb ELD & CO.
0
a storm of protest from tre people, and 0
President Roosevelt has recalled the
commission of Ben Daniels for the
Mrs, Albright, the Artist,
office.
Mr. Daniels Intended to start
iu with a notorious bunko stereer, Tom Is again in her studio, 113 North Third
Ashton, as his chief deputy. Ashton street. Parties who wish fine work In
has been run out of Albuquerque and artistic photography, should call and
other territorial towns on several oc- leave their orders for the new carbon
casions. He and Daniels would have photo, the latest In photographic are.
made things lively in Arizona, clothed
with a little brief authority.
When
DON'T FAIL TO ATTEND THE
Daniels was appointed The Citizen as GREATEST HOSIERY SALE EVER
sorted that his selection was an insult ATTEMPTED IN THIS CITY. LEON
to the people of Arizona, and we still B. STERN.
think so.
Tin, galvanized
iron and copper
EXPORTS OF MANUFACTURES.
work. Albuquerque Hardware compa- The exports for the twelve months ny.
ending December 31, 1901, amounted o
Aside from the cheer and
$1.4i5,3S,919. Compared with the preFOR SALE.
comfort it gives to life
ceding twelve months these figures
A ranch of 240 acres, well Improved,
$14,926,122.
a
show
As two windmills and tanks, and fine irrireduction of
the exports of agricultural products gating ditch run through place. Terms
showed an increase of $36,000,(100 over easy. Address this office, or postoffice
the calendar year 1901, there was evi box 177, city.
dently a falling off of about $46,000,000
o
in the value of our exports of manuLet us figure on your plumbing. Al
factured articles. According to the buquerque Hardware company.
advance sheets of the monthly sumis friendship's pledge In
mary of commerce of the treasury bu
In Deming you can buy lots for $100
happy hours.
reau of statistics, the percentage of hlch will pay you 100 per cent, in less
It Is
manufactured exports, which was 30.38 than twelve months.
in 1900, declined to 27.48 in 1901. The
o
The
Charm
of Hospitality
loss appears to be confined chiefly to
Keep your eye on Deming.
and the
miscellaneous manufactured products,

LEON B. STERN

220 Railroad

Ave

hay-fram-

well-know-
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SALE OF!
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JlDMyMn,

s,

D. C.

Seventy-seve-

y

sorlation represents only
of
the United States, it would follow
that, In the same proportion to populas
tion, the cases in the remaining
would le 2i;,227 of cruelly
treated children and 092.272 of dumb
animals abused. These figures mean
that approximately i.ouo.ooo creatures,
human and dumb, in this country are
beaten, overworked, underfed,
tured or otherwise ahused every year.
This condition of affairs, as the asso- ciation points out. can be remedied
only by the education of the young in
lessons of justice and kindness, and
by the organization 01 societies to ex
tend such education, to actively interfere in specific cases of cruelty and to
secure the enactment and enforcement
of humane laws.

Qitijrif

HUGHES & McCKEIOHT, Publishers

Fifty-Sevent-

JP'kiCLXxncLG--

Corner Gold Avenue and First Street.

que

This city Is fast assuming metropolitan airs. No city of any great imiwrt-ancesucas Deming now is, can expect to go any great lengtn of time
without having robberies and other
first class entertainments happening.
Last week we were compelled to
chronicle a first class Jail delivery and
this week it is a case of sate blowing,
and we pause to say that the blowers
were artists in their line.
Some time during last Thursday
niht the grocery store of W. J. Wamel
situated on Silver avenue In this city,
was broken into and the safe blown
open in a very neat manner. As near
as can be estimated about $45 was
taken from the safe and a few dollars
taken from the cash register, which
was not locked.
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Headlight:

LOWNEY'S CANDIES,

jm

f--

Deming Invaded by Burglars, Who Secured Some Money.
The particulars of the sate blowing
at Deming are as follows from the

Bank of Commerce

n

ALBUQUERQUE

nun-Dall-

5 cents per Cake
50 cents a dozen

Capital

Oi

l

Otat

8
8
8

The
3

Meyers-Ab- el

V.

P,

WM. MclNTOSH

J. C BALDRIDGE

GROCERIES

SOLOMON LUNA

A. M. BLACKWELL

W. A. MAXWELL

FOR ATCHISON, TOP EKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY

DEALERS

AND

IN

IIOOORS.

Flour,

Feed, Provisions,

Hay

and drain.
Imported French and Italian

c.

Sole agents for San Antonio Lime.

Free delivery to all parts of the city.

jj

Telephone

247.

213. 215, 217

North Third Street

DON'T LEAVE THE
OLD HOME

but make it oeautlful and cheery 'with
the handsome new carpets you can
buy at Futrelle'a with so little money.
Ingrain carpets from 40 cents a yard
up. The latest new patterns. Variety
enough to suit all tastes. Bright or
subdued colors just as you wish, and
carpets that wear.

The Futrelle FurnitureCo.
Corner Second and Coal.

JO

Co.

Wholesale liquor merchants, distributors.
West Railroad Ave.

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Woiks
R. P. HALL, Proprietor

1

Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys,
Grade wars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
FOUNDRY SIDE RAILROAD TRACK, ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

The editors of the four Associated
Press newspapers of this territory
have received invitations to dine with
Prince Henry of Prussia, at the Hotel
Waldorf, New York, on February 26.

Si
President
and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Ast. Cashier ft

Toti & Gradi

Hunter
Whiskey
Tonic of Health.

AND DIRECTORS

M. S. OTERO,

DEPOSITORY

Two Sides

Strongest in the World'

OFFICERS

X W. S. STRICKLER,

0000000000 000000000

The 16.000 Grand Army veterans of
Indiana have protested against the
proposition in congress to pay large
pensions to the widows of Presidents
Harrison and McKlnley on the ground
that special legislation giving greater
pensions to officers and their widows
than to the private soldier is a gratui
tous favor to a distinctive class.

$100,000

The ICEBERG
Prop.

(Homestead Entry No. 6795.)
Notice of Dissolution.
Notice is hereby given that the coNotice for Publication.
We handle the finest line of Liquors Department of the Interior, Land Of- partnership firm of John C. Calhoun
and Cigars. All patrons and friends
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., February 5, & Co , composed of John C. Calhoun
cordially invited to visit the Iceberg.
1902.
and R. K. Gentry, and engaged in the
South Second street.
Notice is hereby given that the fol- dairy and milk business at Albuquerlowing named settler has filed notice que, New Mexico, has this day disof his intention to make final proof in solved by mutual consent, the said R.
support of his claim, and that said K. Gentry retiring from the firm. The
First strict
BALLINO BROS., Proprietors.
proof will be made before the register business hereafter will be conducted
or receiver at Santa Fe, New Mex- by John C. Calhoun, who will collect
Wedding : Cake : a : Specialt ico, on March 18, 1902, viz: Dioniclo all bills and debts due and owing to
Romero, for the NE4 of sec. 35, T. 9 the firm and be responsible for all firm
We desire patronage, and we
N., R. 6 E , N. M. P. M.
liabilities.
baking.
guarantee
He names the following witnesses
JOHN C. CALHOUN,
207 8. First street, Mbuquerque, N. M
to prove his continuous residence upon
RICHARD K. GENTRY.
and cultivation, of said land, viz: '
Albuquerque. N. M., February 1, 1902.
WHEN IN SAN MAKCIAL
STOP AT
Juan Lovato, John R. Humphrey,
Lucero, Jose Archibeque, all
Miramon
Wigwam
Saloon
The
STEVE LALLING,

"Be wise today; 'tis madness to defer;
Next day the fatal precedent will
plead ;
109-11Thus on till Wisdom is push d out of
life."
Every man needs life assurance for
the protection of his family, if he has
o
one; of liia business, if he does any;
Interesting News.
and of himself in the latter days of his
Special to The Citizen.
life. But every man can not secure as
Sale Headquarters, Jan. 30, 1902
The greatest clearance sale ever sched surauce today, and many men who
firs'-clas- s
uled for Albuquerque will be inaugu can secure it today can not do so to
morrow.
today
Assure
tomorrow
rated at Rosenwald Bros.' dry goods
emporium on the last of January to may be too late.
extend for a period of fifteen days
Sterling values are assured. The pro
of Escobosa, N. M.
moters feel confident of success and
ONLY SECOND CLASS HOUSE
Win.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
the public is sure to avail themselves
IN TOWN
of such an opportunity.
Props CENTLEMENI
Helm &
o
Deming ships over 100,000 head of
Our selection of over two thousand
Automatic phone 574.
cattle annually; is the center of the
winter samples, comprising all the
greatest breeding region in the south
fashionable goods for gentlemen's 216 South Second Street,
. Of the United
States.
west and cattle men all know this.
suitings, fancy vestlngs, overcoats
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
Albuquerque, N. Mex.
o
INSURANCE,
and fulldress suits, are ready for
FIRE
N.
WALTER
PARKHURST
your inspection. Our tailoring and
Fresh Bread.
REAL ESTATE,
General Manager,
Pastry of every description. Wed
styles are unexcelled and the prices
NOTARY PUBLIC.
ding cakes a specialty. At the New New Mexico and Arizona Department, ROOMS 12 14. CROMWELL BLOCK.
talk. Nettleton Tailoring Agency,
Deming is the great mining center
England bakery.
215 South Second street.
Automatic Telephone 174.
of the southwest.
Albuquerque, N. M.

Favorite Nearly Everywhere.
Constipation means dullness, deprcs
slon, headache, generally disordered
health. DeWitt's Little Early Risers
stimulate the liver, open the bowels
and relieve this condition. Safe, speedy
and thorough. They never gripe. I av
orite pills.

1

PIONEER BAKERY

j

The Equitable
Life Assurance

Society

Story.

B. A. SLEYSTER,

Glacsncr,
Tailor.

....
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STOCK NOTES
E. S. Gosney left Flagstaff for
land and Phoenix to look after his
bands of sheep ranging In Yavapai and
Maricopa counties.
The prediction is loat all kinds of
stock will open brisk in the spring.
Sheep men may feel easy, as mutton
and wool will be In demand.
Messrs. Stewart and weather, of San
Juan county, lost about five head of
their cattle last week from blackleg.
They nave vaccinated the balance of
the herd and no further losses are an- ticipated.
The Carlsbad Argus says: More cat- tle buyers will be here this spring than
for many moons. D. Webster is now
and C. B.
on the market for
Willingham wants 15,000 steers. Boys,
get a move on you.
bull, "Gold Cross."
A
at the "Kriterion" sale at Kansas
City for 3,9!)6, the highest price on
record for an animal of this age. He
calved Decemler 1, 1900, and was
sired by Sothsm's bull, Improver, out
Kirk- -

waste land In New Mexico, twelve
miles square, which he will agree to
irrigate and keep in order. In return
for this grant he agrees to furnish
the government with two buffaloes
each year, valued at $600 each. Mr.
Jones is one of the famous "buffalo"
men of the country and has the repu- l'on,LaVhnBgnkI.ntd
VSZlH? nl
?J
h
BlS
In Texas.
the rhiVw nnoHntii? h

T,LJh

S,!!

Legacy of the Grip

can be done with public ranges under
proper control and without fencing. A
the railroad lands are In alternate sections, by leasing the railroad lands the
leasors would naturally control the use
of the government sections, thus giving them two sections tor every one
they lease. It ls said that the plan will
be. proposed In detail at the coming
meeting of the American Cattle Growers' association In Denver the first
week In March and an effort made to
get as many cattlemen interested as

Constipated Old Age
Isn't it too bad that so many people, when they pet old, pet cranky and
rickety and mean, and don't feel right towai 1 themselves or anybody else:
yet it need not be so.

Tcrt

run-dow-

n

i
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A number of Wyoming sheep grow-

' Sl month
am f fv.lt Caararrta for rrm.
ftlnattcn contra, tro! rturlnc the War of th
Rfhelltnii. The rrnnlt ta wnlerful and I ad-- !
all oM aoMtere ti try them."
-- Jaa Putman. letel'ept
Sird ill.. Haney. Wlfc
I
feelint had. lMtnf fle.h, had dull
peerterhe. rold feet, and couldn't aleen well
eon in four weeka aulne,d ii
i
ponnda.
-- A. n Ktory,
Am feelln
Teteran Meilcan and t Irll Ware. Epworth, la.
"I ti.re h.. n.l..
for rnnattpatlon. and their greatest benefit
haa been to mm me of
I am In my
Wth year and had bean euBertua-- with aathma
fi.V VMM "
-- T. at. White, Bob Lee. Oeorria.

hrnrtort

1

possible.

r

flTm-K-

nr-v-

ers have already started this plan
along the Union Pacific In southern
Wyoming and cattlemen propose to go
them one better and gobble all the railroad lands that are left, either by lease
The proposition has
or purchase.
created much excitement where it ls
known. Denver

CLap-Uu-

a

Street. Wheeling W. V
tmnnlwl with nmrthtnr that nefll4
tne skill of phritrlana fur
U yean: I uard five
b'ltea of Caararets and am in better health
than ever before "
0. C. Redlck. Chaae City. Va.
I

-

system. Weak- nervousness, lack of appetite, en- ergy and ambition, with disordered
Public Stock Sale Dates.
liver and kidneys often follow an at- 1902. East St. Loulg.
Marrh
tack of this wretched disease. The National Hereford Exchange, T. F. B.
greatest need then is Electric Bitters,
manager.
the splendid tonic, blood purifier and Sotham,
1902. Kansas City. NaApril
regulator of stomach, liver and
Exchange, T. F. B.
Hereford
tional
neys. Thousands have proved that
manager.
Sotham,
they wonderfully strengthen
the
1902. Kansas City. Collin
May
nerves, build up the system, and
Jury, which meets in March, has done
Herefords.
store to health and good spirits after Cameron,
1902. Omaha National time before, both in the terltortal peniMay
an attack of grip. If suffering, try Hereford Exchange, T. F. B. Sotham, tentiary at Santa Fe and the Dona
them. Only 50c. Perfect satisfaction manager.
Ana county jail. In. 1895 Domingo was
of Grove Maid 22d
1902. Chicago, National arrested for and convicted of breaking
June
There is a boy out on the Gila who guaranteed by all druggists,
Hereford Exchange, T. F. B. Sotham, into a grocery store on Gold avenue,
was jimmying around the barn the oth- DIDN'T TELL IT ALL.
owned by R. B. Meyers. For this he
manager.
er day and came across some bran
served a year in the penitentiary at
which ne began to eat. His father saw Few Solid Stock Facts About Slaugh- In
apt
result
to
coughs
are
Winter
Santa Fe. Marshal McMillin a. so has
him. "What are you doing?" he asked.
ter's Holdings.
can
They
neglected.
W. Penn Anderson,
of Amarlllo, consumption if up by using Foley's Information that he has done time in
"Eating bran," answered the boy.
broken
Dona Ana county Jail.
"Well, for God's ste, son, eat any- - statistician of the Santa Fe system, be soon and
Tar. Sold by Alvarado
thing you want, but let the horses' feed speaking of the large cattle and ranch Honey
He Is a Good Reporter.
Interests in the west, gives the exten- - Pharmacy.
alone this winter."
Mr. W. A. Parr is at present doing
company, pur- - slye holdings of C. C. Slaughter in the
LORDSBURG.
The Kessler-Lacereportorlal work for the Albuquerque
the Ro9we"
Citizen, representing that paper in
chased from E. A. Clayton, of Chaves
""J1" divlsln8'
Liberal.
From
the
Wlnslow. He is proving himself apt at
county, five head of cows, four grade
So(la springs division. 00.000 acres;
W. H. Small is quite sick. He has the business as well as the lumber,
Durham and a buckskin Jersey, and tnc home of 6.000 grades.
been confined to his oed for a couple undertaking and contracting business.
W. A. Johnson says they were "the top
Mustang Fountain ranch, 4.000 of days.
Winslow Mail.
of the herd." The buckskin Jersey was acres; 1.000 grades,
Invitations have been Issued to the
240.000
division.
Springs
Sulphur
Mary
and
the
Crocker
Miss
wedding
of
C.
Hollow.
Zuber
Holt,
of
E.
A Thousand Dollar Thrown Away.
sold to
Rev. W. A. Dickey, which will take
Mr. W. W; Baker, of Plalnvlew. Neb.,
that county who will add It to his fine
place at the Methodist church in writes: "My wife had lung trouble for
herd of milk cows.
,0 nlfrh grade shorthorns.
Lordsburg, Wednesday, February 19, over fifteen years. We tried a number
Two colts by Cresceus, the champion
Rattlesnake ranch, 87.000 acres; 6.- -- at 8 p. m.
of doctors and spent over a thousand
trotter, will be trained in the Blue 000 high grade and pure bred ShortDeputy Sheriff Lee Hubbs, who has dollars without any relief. She was
noma
past
lfl
year.
One of them
very low and I
been holding down Clifton for the
all hope, when a
Crass state this
Lake division, 360,000 acres; year, has mysteriously disappeared. friend suggested lost
trying Foley's Honey
at the Lexington track and has gone a C AITahoka
li
Afflrlad
He took with him between six and and Tar. which I did; and thanks be
quarter in less tnan u:ju. nis cam
Andent Briton ranch. 300,000 acres;
hundred dolars of public money. to this, great remedy, it saved her life.
is a sister to araoie tne ureal, idb - 00() DUre ,ut unregistered Herefords seven
shortage Sheriff Parks Immedi- She ls stronger and enjoys better
which
other colt is at the Walnut Hill stock
gir Bred well ranch, 100,000 acres;: ately made good.
health than she baa ever known in ten
farm and his Rlre and dam were both 14 000 hleh trades and pure breds
Miss Pratt has been quite ill. and years. We shall never be without
4,000
acres;
90,000
division,
McGregor.
by
Fe
Santa
sired
Robert
was forced temporarily to give up her Foley's Honey and Tar and would ask
.
..
hleh trades
work In the school. She lelt for St. those afflicted to try it." Sold by Alvame armington
Mustier says: k.
toU1 acreage Df the Slaughter Luke's hospital in El Paso, where she rado Pharmacy.
Cooper, who recently purchased the 8ystem ls 1,436.000 acres, and the total
expects to soon recover her usual
riaia, is me number or cattle aoout bs.uuu neaa.
oieeie rancn on ine
Demlng.
health. During her absence Mrs. w.
Col
Include
every
to
owner of some of the finest sheep in
Vieins-- talked of
failed
Mr. Andreson
nomineC. Marshall wul fill her place as the
ranch
large
alfalfa
imported
ram. from nnel Slauehter's
attracting
attention
Is
the southwest, one
the
and
where,
teacher.
the Ballin farm In Germany, costing the home of Sir Bredwell and Ancient
Dr. M. M. Crocker and his famiiiy she deserves from all quarters. In
creat interest and to
$260. He also has a lamb which Briton, two mues irom
him
to church last Sunday night.
went
1,760
alfalfa,
.
9o9 acres in
.
a matter give those interested In this town there
not
ls
statement
above
The
iook tne nrst pr,Ze al tue rueu.o. 0.0.. ranch has
adjo,n.
pa9ture
Krasg
news, for they go every Sunday, but will be an excursion run from El Paso
tiieia.i,u.n an tuuio..
th rftnch. 900 bull calves, zuu of
those In
part of the story. When they re on the 17th Inst., so that allmay
It
is
all
calves,
Many sheep are being driven into steers, 100 cows and
have
nttpndanrn at the carnival
house
found
the
they
home
turned
George
Lincoln county from various fords, and 150 saddle horses.
to see for themselves
opportunity
an
burglars.
by
The
Invaded
been
had
Slaughter,
places In the territory, says the White m. slaughter, son of Colonel
tamed 01 town. An
heaw ulster was gone. Mrs. this very mucn
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soCtnS thing suited him. Constable McGrath sale, from other towns. It will pay
The Roswell Register says: Fritz
hfm The druggist sent him sent an account of the burglary to tne you to be present.
. rh.mwinin't r.nUe. Choi- - officers in various towns. Tuesday
o
Brinck, manager for Knollin & Co., of
cars of
Kansas City, had thirty-fivWe still have some big bargains In
d Djarrhoea Remedy, three doses Sheriff Baca of Demlng, picked up the
sheep in the vicinity of the R ver f n, h efIected a permanent cure. man and he had on him all the goods. winter underwear, suits, overcoats
Stock Yards ready to ship to Nicker- only remedy that can be He brought him up Tuesday, the ?lnves and hosiery. Call and be shown.
son to be fed. but received a letter last " Is .
'j the mOBt Bevere stolen goods were identified, the man Simon Stern, the Railroad avenue clo
Saturday from Mr. Knollin Instructing ?5???flAa "R?
morbus. plead guilty, and was sent to jail to
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Sheriff Baca took him back, and sent
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him to Silver City.
For
houses is five times in excess of the
feed them.
A press dispatch circulated last week
Pnlev'n Hnnev and Tar is best for supply.
Kidney complaint kills more people
to the effect that 20,000 sheep were on tnan any other disease. This is due to croup and whooping cough, contains
Bring in your tinware and have It
hay feed at Billings, Mont, of which tne disease being so insidious that it no opiates, and cures quickly, uareiui
Albuquerque Hardware com
repaired.
half "were ready to come to market geta a good hold on the system before mothers keep lt In the house. Sold by
pany.
soon." was a little erroneous. The lt js recognized. Foley's Kidney Cure Alvarado Pharmacy.
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There is a story going
there for sheep feeding, and the lambs
had a fine time on beautiful and ornamental ware ever
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seen in Albuquerque.
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money last
Demlng offers the same opportunior rau- - Domingo, the Mexican that burglarized
large
tracts
nrnnnne
i
to
lease
lomhi
a...i
adjoining states the music store of Hall & L,earnard ties now that the most prosperous
insisting on a better cut than those in road land in thiswand
own herds and la now in the Bernalillo county cities In the west offered several years
their
th
them
stock
and
previous years, consequently the fat
show hat jail waiting the action of the grand ago.
and
out
stock
other
all
Keep
lambs to be marketed in the spring
will be of better quality than we have
received In several years.
A renort was brought to Denver
Colo., by the Rio Grande trainmen that
a herd of pure bred Herefords owned
by Joeiah Welbe in western Utah,
were driven before a blizzard that
raged, into one of the deep canons that
forms the Grand Canon and plunged
to their death. The dead bodies of the
cuttle were found floating in the river
The American Cattle Growers association, composed of leading cattlemen
of the west, will meet in Denver on
March 4, to discuss public land leasing
and other questions affecting the in
dustry. The bill concerning the land
leasing now before congress will be a
matter for special consideration. The
call for the meeting was issued Jan
uary 31.
la often a

All old people's muscles pet weak and flabby, and It's the same with the
muscular walls of their intestines as with the muscles of their arms. When
the bowels grow weak, the old folks get constipated, bilious, sick, help- a ill VUICI tUUSO III lilCir UCain,
ans, muaui, nuu
Will IOIKB
should take Cascarets Candy Cathartic bowel tonic, keep their livr
lively, their bowela regular and strong, and live to be a hundred.
toe, ije. joe. Nrrnt"
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The genuine tablet atampedC C C. Ouar
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or your money
sample ana Booklet
free. Addreea Bterliog Remedynci.
Co., Chicago or N. Y. all
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Club House Brand

24-2-

Is a synonym for quality, and comprises all grocers' sheit goods, canned,
bottled, pickled and sacked. Order the
"Club House Brand," which ls the best
line obtainable. Our service Is prompt
and our customers are assured proper
treatment.
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A. J. 1V1AL0Y, 214

W. Railroad Ave

Gross, Blackwell & Co
(Incorporated)
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We handle
K. C. Baking Powder,

n

Navajo Blankets,
Curtice Canned Goods,
Colorado Lard and Meats.

BIND,'--

Housea at
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. EAST LAS
VEGAS, N. M, AND GLOR- - '
I ETA, N. M.
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The most reliable preparation for
viHnov troubles on the market is
Pniev'

Kidney Cure.

Sold by Alva-

-

rado Pharmacy.
Pnr a Buffalo Ranch.
a Hiai.Btrh dated Toptka. Kan., says:
Buffalo" Jones, of this city and Good
night. Texas, will remain in v asning-intha printer nart of the winter.
pushing a claim for a small reservation
of land by the government ior tne
nf a buffalo ranch. Mr.
Jones asks for a tract of apparently
n

ZEIGER CAFE
QUICKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors;

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
,

FINEST WHISKIES, IMPORTED tfc DOMESTIC WINES A COGNAC.
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
Finest and Beet. Imported and Domestic Cigars

1

I

Something That Will Do You Good.
We know of no way in which we can
be of more service to our readers than
to tell them of something that will be
of real good" to them. For this reason
we want to acquaint them with what
we consider one of the very best remedies on the market for coughs, colds,
and .hat alarming complaint, croup.
Wo rfpr to f'hamherlaln'B Coueh Rem
edy. We have used It with such good
results in our family so long that lt
has become a household necessity. By
doubt
its prompt use we haven't anypreventbut that it has time and again
ed croup. The testimony is given upon
n,.. nwn ovnerienee. and we sueeest
those who
that our readers, especially
have small children, always keep it in
their homes as a saieguara against
croup. Camden (S. C.) Messenger.
For 6ale by all druggists.

0CCBCCtO00CC0C0

0OCJ00C00000C0
Residence, Automatic 'Phone 209
Automatic 'Phone No. 516.
Bell Telephone No. 1 1 5.

LOCAL UNDERTAKER

COMHERCIAL

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
U.

Housekeepers are sometimes importuned to buy
other powders because they are "cheap."
Housekeepers should stop and think. If such
powders are lower priced, are they not inferior?
Is it economy to spoil your digestion to save
a few pennies?
The " Royal Raker and Pastry Cook"

con-tair.-

in

over 8oo most practical and valuable
cooking receipts
free to every patron.
Scud postal Card with your full address.

ROYAL BAKING POWDER

Alum Is used in come bakinp powder-Em- !
phosphate powin most of the
ders, because it is cheap, and maker, a
But alum is a corroscheaper powder.
ive poison which, taken in food, acts injuriously upon the stomach, liver and kidneys.
CO., 100 WILLIM 6T., NEW YORK.

S.

DEPOSITORY

Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, To-peand Santa Fe Railway Companies.
Authorized Capital
$500,000.00
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits

ka

$200,000.00

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice president; Frank McKee, cashier;
H. F. Raynolds, - -- - -- - -- - -- AB. McMillan.

rolls and muffins.

hot-bread- s,

CLUB BUILDING.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

ROYAL Baking Powder is indispensable to the preparation of the finest
cake,

SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.

B.
J.
PALMER.
Hay, Grain, Staple and Fancy Groceries.
Mail Orders Receive Prompt
501 North
.

Frt

Attention

Pure Light Brahma Eggs for Hatching
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Street

J. A. SKINNER

MELINI & EAKIN

WHOLESALE
We

LIQUORS,

Dor.ler In

CIGARS

tandle everything la our Una

Distillers Agents
Special distributors Taylor & Williams
LouiETllle, Kentucky
111 & First St., Albuquerque, N. M.

Staple and

Fancy Groceries
206

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE,
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
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IF YOU ARE LOOKING
FOR A SNAP

the Officers for Many
Months and Was Then Captured.
TAKEN IN BY INSPECTOR DORAN.

VISIT OUR
BARGAIN COUNTER
Everything, on this counter I marked down to actual cost.
We are alto selling a fine Imported,

China Dinner Set

$12:50

FOR.

A. B.

Jts's a Beauty

McGAFFEY & Co.
SATISFACTORY

special dispatch exclusively to
The Citizen, fioni Kl Paso yesterday,
gave tne information that C. L. Koran
had eliected the capture of the absconding postmaster of Lincoln, N. M.,
Demeti 10 erea, and had the embez
zler of Uncle Sam's money order funds
safely across tne Kio Grande in the
an at El Paso.
the postoltice inspector came in
from Kl Pafco this morning, and a few
hours later informed a Citizen repre
sentative that before heIn left El Puto
the sum of
erea had given bonds
$3,ihm) and was doubtless now on his
way to his family in Lincoln.
Ever since Perea absconded from
incoln," said Mr. Doian, "a defaulter
to the government to tne extent of
about $2,(100, . have worked on several
clues, and finally uiscovered that, on
fleeing from his usual haunts in Lin
coln county, -- e crossed the river into
Mexico. I kept almost in touch with
very movement he made; traced mm
o the City of i..cxico, and thence over
the old English road down to Vera
Cruz. Here, I found that, on account
of the extreme heat and yellow fever
pidemlc, Perea had retraced his
movements, doubling back to the City
f Mexico and up along the Mexican
Central to Chihuahua.
After reacning Chihuahua, for the
time being, Perea's trail was lost.
ast Friday I aain located my man
and was informed that he was at work
at tho mining camp of Santa Eulalia,
fifteen miles west of Chihuahua, and
was known there as Bonito Gon
--

AND WELL

SCREENED COAL

Isn't the easiest thing in the world to
find, but If you go to a reliable yard.
where nothing but high grade coal is
kept, as It Is here, you will finl that
you receive coal for your money, not
slate or dirt, as our coal is all thor
oughly cleaned before delivering, so
that you buy heat in every ccuttle
full.

HAHN.
Both Phones.

The Union
Market
207

West Gold Avenue.

ALFALFARINE

SHULTS'

DR.

For Thin People.
A flesh producer that produces flesh.
Health restorer that restores health.
A tissue builder that builds tissue.
And a tonic for everybody.
a bottle, or six
Sent postpaid for
bottles for $5. Write fcr circulars and
testimonials.
1

THE ALFALFA COMPANY,
Wichita, Kansas.

JOE RICHARDS,

CIGARS
J

WM. GOETTING

&. CO-

- Proprietors.

'
All kinds of Fresh Meats handled.
Sausage making a specialty.
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IS IT

8

8

Telephone Service

8

8

YOU WANT?

0

X

QUICK AND RELIABLEI

X

H3ja West Railroad Avenue.
1902

1882

Pratt &. Co.

F. G.

Sole agents for Casino and Ora brand
Canned Goods. Dealers in

Staple and Fancy Groceries
street.
Creamery Butter Best on
earth
Orders solicited.
Free delivery
214 South Second

Hillsboro

L. H.

SHOEMAKER,
avenue,

205 West Gold
'

V

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE

5

AND TELEGRAPH

X

Q

CO.

Next to First National Bank.

ECLIPSE

Furniture

AND

shipment.

WINDMILLS.

second-han-

d

stored and packed for
Highest prices paid for
household

BUSINESS

goods.

LOCALS.

Outing flannel, 5 cents per yard.
Leon B. Stern.
Doming has increased 50 per cent, in
population in four years.
Copper, tin and galvanized iron
work. Whitney company.
Deming water and pure ozone make
strong and healthy people.
It will pay you to see Hall & Learn
ard before purchasing a piano.
Lap robes from 35c up at Albert
Faber's, 305 Railroad avenue.
No tuberculosis preservaline or col
oring in Matthews Jersey niilK.
Kleinwort's Is the place to get your
nice fresh steak. Ail kinds of nice

I also have a few bargains in what
would be tailed tecoud hand roods.
but have put them in as good condi
tion as new, so far as practU al work is
concerned, fall and tee them. Also
tubuler well supplies and ash pump meat.

roas.

Misses' and children's dresses just
received, trice, 75c to 5. Leon B,
Stern.
A. D. JOHNSON
Buy lots and build in Deming. Your
Lead Avenue Between First and Sec
rental returns will be 20 per cent, on
ond Street.
the investment.
Automatic 'Phone 5C8.
Deming is a great health resort
has no superior in climate for the cure
of pulmonary troubles.
imok into Meinwort s market on
GOLD AVE. BARGAIN STORE.
North Third street. He has the nicest
fresh meats in the city.
Why buy high priced lots when you
can get theni cheap in Deming now
with certain advance assured?
l'arcels delivered to any part of tha
city for 10 cents by the Albuquerque
Parcel Delivery. Automatic "Phone

7coeoocoooecotxooo

202.

IMBw
New and Second Hand

Household
Goods
BORRADAILE & CO.
117

West Gold Avenue

f

zales.
Securing extradition papers from
Governor Otero on Governor Ahumada,
of Chihuahua. I left ior the sister re
public and soon had my man under
cover, although Governor Ahumada
stated positively that ..e would not
honor the extradition papers owing to
some informality. However, on reacti
ng the mining camp, I saw Perea,
recognized him thoroughly from a pho.'
to I had, and placed him under arrest.
He acknowledged his guilt and said
he was willing to accompany me to
the United States without extradition
papers, that he was tired of dodging the
officers nnd wanted to get back to his.
wife and children. Some of the miners at the camp showed some disposition to prevent me from taking Perea. but the latter told them thnt he
know bo was short in his accounts to
the government and was w.dlng to go
ack and face tho charges.--'- !
think
the action of Perea, who showed no
spirit whatever to cover up his identity when questioned and his desire to
waive all technicalities, prevented any
attempt on the part of the native miners to take him awav from me."
"The shortage," continued Ar. uor- an, "was discovered the latter part of
last October and Perea was Indicted
v the United States grand jury of the
Fifth Judicial district at Socorro the
following month, his trial being set for
the coming April. The funds which
were misappropriated and which were
used in bucking monte amounts to
nearly $1,700 and I think will reach
$2,000 when all the returns are in.
Since leaving Lincoln Perea must have
traveled over 6,000 miles."
THE HARRISONS ENTERTAIN.

Mrs. Isola Bambini, at her parlors

at the corner of Railroad avenue and

North Fourth street, is prepared to
give thorough scalp treatment, do Lai
dressing, treat corns, bunions and in
growing nails.
She gives massage
treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Dan
bini's own preparations of complexion
cream builds up the skin and improves
the complexion, and are guaranteed
not to be injurious. She also prepares
a hair tonic that cures and prevents
dandruff and hair falling out; restores
life to dead hair; removes moles
warts and superfluous hair. Give he
a trial.
Music.

Parties wishing music for balls or
private houses, vocal and instrumental,
should leave orders at 208 West Lead
avenue. All music of the very latest.
Mrs. 8. C. Berry.

Semi-Annu- al

Clearance Sale
IN LOOKING OVER OUR BARGAIN TABLES

WE FIND THAT
THINGS TO SUBMIT TO
THE INSPECTION OF OUR CUSTOMERS THAN AT ANY PREV- IOUS SALE, AND WOULD ADVISE EARLY PURCHASES, AS WE
FEEL THAT THESE GOODS CANNOT LAST LONG AT THESE
PRICES. FOLLOWING ARE BUT A FEW OF.THE ARTICLES SELECTED AT RANDOM FROM THE LARGE NUMBER PLACED ON

THIS SEASON WE HAVE MORE

j

SALS.

United States Deputy Marshal F. B.
Inspector
and Chinese
MeKeehan
Chns. Mohan came up from Deming
this morning, where they rounded up
eight Chinamen, who will be tried for
entering the United Slates unlawfully.
This afternoon Joe Wy, of th!s city,
was tried before United States Commis-sione- r
Whiting for unlawfully entering the United States. Julian Cana
was arrested yesterday morning by
United States Marshal Frank Hail for
violating the Edmunds act. His trial
is ,set for next Thursday in United
States Marshal Foraker's office, before

FLANNELETTE WRAPPERS, that sold for $1.25, sale price.... 75
FLANNEL WAISTS, that sold at high as $3.50, sale price
$1.95
MISSES' FLANNELETTE NIGHT GOWNS, sale price
40
LADIES' FLANNELETTE NIGHT GOWNS, sale price
55
CHILDREN'S CANTON FLANNEL NIGHT GOWNS, tale price.. 25
CHILDREN'S CANTON FLANNEL DRAWERS, sale price
18
LADIES' CANTON FLANNEL DRAWERRS, that sold for 50 cents
' tale price . .
25 0
k,
....'....
25 dozen of MEN'S GLOVES, that sold at $1, sale price
45

the same commissioner.
The meeting of the
Benevolent society has been postponed
until 2 o'clock Thursday aternoon, the
13th instant.

:

ALL OTHER GARMENTS AT PHENOMENAL
that sell for $15, sale price

REDUCTIONS

JACKETS,

$8.65

IT'S USELESS TO TRY TO ENUMERATE THE BEST VALUES
OF THIS SALE, FOR A DISTINCTION IS IMPOSSIBLE, AND THE
COMPLETE LIST IS TOO LARGE.

assortment of fine fresh
fish by express tomorrow morning;
bIbo Patent Case oysters, clams, fresh
lobsters, smoked white fish, Finnan
salmon.
haddies, codfish, smoked
smoked halibut, golden bloaters, roll- ,
Holland Milchner herring.
Norway mackerel, lunch herring, etc.
You will find us headquarters for fish
of all kinds during the Lenten season.
San Jose Market.
A choice

Your Inspection is Solicited.

ROSENWALD BROS.

em-ups-

n
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BLACK CAT HOSE FORCHIL-

-

O

O DREX HAVE- NO EQUAL FOR
O THE STRAIN AND WEAR PUT
BY
O TO
THEM
CHILDREN
'
O GOING TO SCHOOL.
B. 1LFEI.D & CO.
O

O
O
O
O

0. W.

STRONG & SONS,
Undertakers and Embalmers.

Superintendent

Fairview, Santa Barbara and "B'rai
Brith" Cemeteries.
Local Undertakers Santa Fe Pacific Railroad.

Plumbing. We have added a plumbing depart

ment and tin fhop to our business.
When you have anything in this line
to be done see us about R before placing your order. Albuquerque Hard
ware company.

Both 'Phones in Our

Office.

201 211 North Second

Street.

o

We Sell Coal Cheap But We Do Not
Sell Cheap Coal.
Our Gallup lump is the very best
grade of lign!te mined and is worth
every cent of the $5 per ton that we
HAHN.
ask for it.

FARR'S CITY MARKET.

Metropolitan Restaurant
First door north of Metropolitan saloon. Meals 15 and 25 cents. Short
orders all hours.
ROBERT CORDOVA, Proprietor.

There's all the difference in the
world In meats, as in people. Our aim
is to buy and serve i..e very finest
grade of hams, breakfast bacon, pork
tenderloins, saubuges, sucking pigs for
roasting in short, all pork products
to be had anywhere, and that we succeed in our endeavors is pioven by the
patronage of those who know. We so-

o

We Have Coal to Burn.
Burns evenly, burns brightly, burns
economically and slowly, but furnishes
plenty of heat. $3 per ton at HAHN'S.

licit your orders.

--

It was 9 o clock before all tne guests
arrived and the fascinating strains of
a waltz broke the din of merry conversation.
Dancing
was enjoyed
until 11
o clock, when a sumptuous supper of
rive courses was served at tables on
the stage.
After supper dancing was again in
order and .asted until the small hours
of the morning.
Those who did not dance were enterta'ned at cards.
Prof. DI Mauro and Miss Hanthorne
furnished the music.
The Harvey people did the catering
The host and hostess wore assisted
in receiving by Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Johnson and Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Kent.
Ine guests were: Messrs. and Mes

GOOD

Lcc.

Brilliant Dance at the Colombo Hall
Last Night.
We are sole agents for Wheeler &
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Harrison's ball Wlison sewing machines. Albert Falast night at Colombo hall was one of ber, 305 Railroad avenue.
the most elaborate affairs In the his

A

New & Second Hand Furniture
tory of Albuquerque.
Stoves and Household Goods.
Re; airing a Specialty.

THE SAMPSON IDEAL

d

e Dodced

DISHES

the far reaching circulation of The
Citizen. Mr. Trujillo yesterday reeeiv-ca letter from Detroit, Mich.. In
which he was informed the young man
is now living in that city.
Prospectus ' Issued.
The American Lumber company, who
have recently purchased the Mitchell
tract of timber land lying in the western ends of both McKlnley and Valencia counties and propose to build
lumber nulls in Albuquerque, have issued their first prospectus. The company was organized by Chicago capitalists and incorporated under the laws
of New Jersey, with a capital stock of
$8,000,000.
The prospectus contains
the fac sifilile of letters received by
the company from the following prominent Albuquerque citizens: Delegate
H. S. Rodey, W. U. Whitney of the
Whitney Hardware company. M. W.
Flournoy of the First National banK,
J. E. Saint of the Santa Fe Central,
the territorial board of public lands,
,1. S. Van Doren of Blucwater, John A.

Wm. Farr, Proprietor.
216 Soutn Second

Street.

CLASSIFIED ADS.
KJ

FOR RENT.
FOR SALE Three small, old houses
for sale at a bargain. Call on J. C.

Brockmeier & Cox,

Baldrldge.

New three room brick
cottage. No. 407 Granite avenue;
water furnished. Apply to H. H.
118 Gold avenue.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms, with
Imard. 520 South Arno street.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with or
without board; near shops. 509 Atlantic avenue.
FOR RENT One side of apartment
house; a'so furnished rooms. Call
at
South Third Ftreet.
FOR RENT My ranch, at mouth of
Tijeras canyon, on the mesa. Indames F. H. Kent. G. L. Brooks. E. L.
quire of L. S. Trimble, this city.
Medier, Lewis H. Cliamlx'i din, J. F.
Lulhy, A. Grunsfeid, I. Gnmsfcld, W. FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms.
h
Metcalf, James
Wroth, W. O.
with heat and hot baths. Inquire at
Hope, J. F. Pearce, E. W. Dobson, F.
Roosevelt house.
A. Hubbell, S. Durkliart, L. Kemnen
FOR RENT 5 room brick house. See
ioh, Ross Merritt. 11. Halloian. R. W.
Jay A. Hubbs, at Albuquerque Steam
1). Bryan. C. K. New.all. O. N. Mar-Laundry.
ron, W. W. McClellan, L. R. Strauss FOR RENT
Store room on South Sec
Frank M eh.ee, B H. Thomas, G. H.
ond street, a block north of Glorieta
Frost, J. J. Sheridan, Frank Sturees
hall; four room house in rear; also
Harry Lee, R. E. Putney, O. A. Matson,
another house for rent; land and lots
A. B. McGaffey, E. Giunsfe'd, J. F.
Lut'uy. P. G. Cornish, W. J. Johnson, G.
for sale. Thomas A. Gurule, Barelas
h. Albright. S. Neusia.it. B.. N. and L
road, 1C24.
Ilfeld, M. Mandell, A. J. Malov. J. H
FOR SALE.
O'RIolly, F. H. Lester, W. Y. Walton
(). Dieokmann, J. Taschor, Mesdames
FOR SALE Soda water fountain suit
W. S. Burke, Mabel Himoe, Ixx kwootl
able for drug or candy store. ArteMisses Halloran, Stevens, E. and B
sian Mineral Water company.
Willey, Jettie Rosenwald, Poyas, Saint FOR
SALE Cigar store; best location
Turner, Baer, Parsons, Lee, Thomas
in city. Address M., this office.
Newman,
Messrs.
Brooks, Algor. Hath
SALE On or before March 1
away. Crossan, Kuhns, Paxton, Wilker FOR
household goods of 317 West
entire
sou. Ward, Faber, Frost. Schuster
Silver avenue. Ca:i at premises. T.
.ewcomer, Otero, Clcland and D
J. Williams.
Weiller.
power gasoline
FOR SALE
engine, nearly new; a bargain. John
That Bernalillo Fire.
. Hunter, the
Newlander, Albuquerque, N. M.
C.
ranchman and
farmer of Bernalillo, is in the citv on FOR SALE 200 acres land scrip; imbusiness, but expects to return home
mediate delivery. For sale by Mettonight. Mr. Hunter suffered a severe
calf & Strauss.
lose by fire the other ninht.
A barn FOR SALE Well cured alfalfa, $11
In which was stored about 2.000 pounds
per ton. Delivered in Albuquerque.
of stemmed tobacco, twelve tons of
Inquire of Jesus Romero, Old Albusugar cane and a large quantity of
querque,
M.
naieu auaua, was destroyed hv Are
and the good people of Bernalillo bn.
WANTED.
lieve that the fire was the direct work
of an incendiary.
The tobacco and WANTED Washing and ironing. Call
sugar cane belonged to Mr. Hunter,
at or address 511 East Silver avenue
WANTED A good span of driving
and the alfalfa to. I. Freudenherg.
horses and a team of draft horses;
Lost Son Found.
must be young and sound. Address,
A short time since Victoriano Tru
with description and price, R. B.
jillo announced, through the columns
Thomas, Los Cerrillos, N. M.
or this paper, his desiie to obtain in
formation as to the present where
MISCELLANEOUS.
aoouts or his son. Eugenic, who left
Money on household goods
TO
LOAN
this city about eighteen months since
and chattels of every description.
to work in the California beet fields
A. II. Yanow, 209 South Second st.
As result of the notice and showing
FOR RENT

Til-to-

PLUMBERS.
oj;

nS 0 old Avenue.

BUILDERS' HARDWARE.

Ov

414-H- G

oootxeococ
otoKoeo
B. WILLIAA1S

GEO.

.

Druggist,
No. 117
0

West Railroad Avenue.

20 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN PRESCRIPTION TRADE.
Kelt Telrphou. No, 03.
AuUuutie 'fhou. S8

eooooooooooooooooceooeoi

E. J. POST
HARDWARE
A

Complete Line of

Iron Pipe, Jenkin's Valves, Iron Pipe
Fittings, Steam and Water Supplies.

Mechanics' Tools a Specialty

.

ALB JQUERQUE

NEW MEXICO

Subscribe for The Citizen
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SPECIAL SALE!

ectlon of New Mexico, headed toward the wild Capitan mountains and
left a moody trail behind them.
At Kort Sumner a ranch and store
wer raided and a Mexican murdered;

I

at the

FOR CASH ONLY.

Ulock ranch, near Capitan, the
bandits held up the employes and exchanged their own jaded horses for
fresh mounts, selecting the liest to be
found In the corral. They then made
oft toward the mountains, but paused
long enough to loot several stores and
terrorize tne proprietors.
Sheriff's posses were immediately
organized and started In pursuit of
the bandits and an encounter between
the officers and outlaws Is said to have
taken place without damage to the
former, but with the loss of tour lives
to the latter.

I
L

100 SUIT

i filAMT

t

Fire This Morning.

still alarm was turned In from a
fire at 414 North Uroadway this morn
ing about 7 40 o'clock. The property
where the fire occurred is occupied by
several
families- and owned by Mrs.
. . J.
.
) ...... .
Xf
in. uiuiiui.
i iie anre, woicnt. siarieu
from a defective flue, was in the roof
and afforded a splendid opportunity
to try the new chemical engine. In
five minutes after the arrival of the
department, the fire was out and the
damage to the property does not exceed $3. There was no insurance.
This is the first real fire the chemicals have been tried on In Albuquerque, and as shown by the small amount
A

Formerly Sold from $io to $20,

1

at this sale

rt-

.1

of damage

tory.

1

(

r

Grand Remnant Sale

!

We have a very

done, was very satisfac-

!

Theer wore two cases in police court
this morning.
The first one, Wilbcr Applegate, who
seems to be a little off in his upper '
story, vtas taken in at the local depot
last night about 10 o'clock, for disturbing the pence. Applegate rushed into
the gentleman s waiting room, seized
a stove poker, and brandishing It
around his head valiantly kept at bay
an imaginary host of robbers, who ne
said were trying to hold him up. He
was finally quieted and escorted to the
city Jail, where he will be held until
a further investigation or his case can

Grunsfeld.

&

oxcecxcrc2K5cox3oooooK

last

Not an Ooocc of
ABOUT TUB

Two

Great Majestic Raiue
EXCEPT IN THE FIRE BOX
Steel and Malleable Iron used In the
ronatruction of these ranges.
We also bave a complete line of

Creates as universal admiration as
the bloom Of June roses. If you
are la a quandery as to whatto
give for a wedding present look at
our display. Special Inducements
on cut glass. We Invite comparison.

T. Y. MAYNARD,

JEWELER.
Watch inspector A., T.
and S. F. P. Railroads.

&

S. F.

ooocococaooooo 00000000004 J00
gjf,

!

!

LAX
IgmjLEZfJ

Yard.
Wood sawed In any lengths

to suit.
Orders Delivered Promptly.

joiin
Bell

s. ULAVEJf, Prop.

Telephone No. 4

THE ECONOMIST
AGENTS FOR
McCALL'S BAZAAR
PATTERNS.
ALL PATTERNS

Automatic 'Phone

NONE HIGHER.

IKK
See Window Display
THE ECONOMIST
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sxsmwivvs
OLD RELIABLE"

ESTABLISHED

WHOLESALE GROCER.
Flour, a rain
and Provisions,

Carrie tha Large!
and float Estanalve
Stock ol

Car lot a poclaltjr .

found Muthwort.
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Railroad Avenue

Albuquerque
.

store-keeper-
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ST"

BALDRIDGE

J. C.

Paint 6uilding Paper
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Chinaware, But
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Mexico.
Albuquerque, New
No
Everything

No Clothing, No Drugs, No Groceries,

Watch

xfrrk

s

Men's Unlaundered White Shirts, COe value, at
40c
Men's Laundered White Shirts. 5(e and Cite qualities, at
40c
Men's Laundered White Shirts, both long and short bosoms, open front
or back, values up to 90c To close theiu out
65c
Men's Laundered White Shirts, long and short bosoms' open front
or back, and either wide
s
bosom or narrow regular bosom.
These Shirts sold up to
85c
eath. Now

THE ECONOMIST
MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED
AND

FILLED
DAY THAT

THE SAME
THEY ARE

RECEIVED.

in Dry Goods

Sale of Silk Petticoats
AH

New Spring Styles and Colorings
Our line of Silk Petticoats, In all colors. Hlack, Cadet, Petunia, Red.
Oreen, Helio, made with graduated flounce, accordeon pleated, and
with four rows of cording, regular value $G.00, at special price
of
$3.85 each

full-dres-

SIT--

PETTICOATS

In an endless variety of styles and colorings; some ribbon trimmed,
some lace trimmed; made with ruffles, pleatings, graduated flounces,
accordeon and knife pleatings; In all the newest designs and colorings, at prices ranging from
17.50 upwards

Our
of Men's Colored
with
cuffs attached, open back or soft bosom, open front, no collars and separate
cuffs. Our entire stock, to close out, only
39c each
(Values up to ?1.25.)

WRAPPER HALE

Underwear

Our entire stock of Wrappers divided into five lots to close out:
1 takes In Wrappers that sold up to 90c, now
C5c
now
Lot ,2 takes In Wrappers that sold up to
$1.00
$1.50
Lot 3 takes in Wrappers that sold up to $2.00, now
$2.00
Lot 4 takes in Wrappers that sold up to $3.00, now
Ixt 5 takes In all our Cashmere Wrappers, nicely trimmed with ribbons
and lace, and sold regularly at from $5.00 to $7.50 each, reduced to
$3.95 each
the ujatowra price of
Nw Coodi Arriving Daily. The new Lacei are now here. See them.

Lot

Last call on Medium Weight Men's. Underwear. A Heavy Weight
Cotton Shirt, with Double Scau Drawers, regular price $1.00 per
75c
suit, reduced, to close out, per suit

Collars
Darker Brand

Men's and Youths' Collars, sold everywhere for 15c
10c each
straight, our closing out price
THE ECONOMIST

35

Get Ready

THE ECONOMIST
No Shoes,

StapleOrocerles

FARH AND FREIGHT WAOONS.

1

No. 266

1878

L. B. PUTNEY,

mm bhhh

Men's
Colored Shirts
entire stock
Shirts,
collar and

lip I

Linoleum and Mattings, which
we place on sale at half actual
cost.

FOR THE SUMMER PLEASURE.
Another Postoffice Robbery.
WE WILL QUOTE YOU MONEY
C. L. Dora n, the poetohice inspector,
SAVING PRICES, AND MAKE YOU
who is in the city, received informaEASY TERMS.
COME NOW AND
tion ihis morning that, the poatofiU'e
at Nogal, Lincoln county, has been
GET
YOUR
PICK
OF THE LATEST
again robbed, making the second time
STYLE VEHICLES AND HARNESS.
it has been touched in the past month.
The first time the robbers secured
SADDLES, ROBES.HORSE CLOTHabout $100 In gold, but the amount inING
GOODS.WHIPS AND SUPPLIES.
caped.
from the last robbery the
AND VEHICLE
RE
HARNESS
Four of them, however, managed to spector has not been informed.
reach their horses and gallop off withPAIRING. EXPERT HORSE SHOENew Officers.
out receiving a scratch from the
i
c.ovn ioMr JING.
leaden missiles that were whistling in
The Estrella Literary society of the
close proximity to them.
University elected new officers as folOfficer Witt had learned none of lows:
J. KORBER & CO.,
Albuquerque, N. M.
the details ot the battle, but merely
President Harry Ilitner.
May
Hazledine.
heard the story floating around In the
Vice President
New Mexico town that the fight had
Secretary Ralph Halloran. Jr.
applace.
He
taken
said that the
Treasurer Edna Manwarin.
S.ooolReferences &;toQuality of Work.
pearance of the band of outlaws unCensor Kate Cunningham.
der the leadership of the notorious
Jack Musgrave had created great
The
alarm throughout the sparsely settled
portion of that section of tne territory Neufchatel. 2 for
15
and much uneasiness existed among Hand kase. each
05
Repair House. .
Southwestern
in the Finest brick, pound
ranchmen and
20
outlying districts, but the oltleers were Domestic Swiss, pound
20
determined to hunt down the bandits Liniburger. pound
20
.Work Solicited From Entire Southwest.
and again chase them out of the coun- American full cream, pound
20
try.
20
Uayle's deviled, Jar
Official Watch Repairers A. T.
A rvTTvT $
LEFT BLOODY 'I KAIL.
Pineapple, each
,
Ot
& S. F. Railroads, Albuquerque.
Jack Musgrave disappeared from the Imported Swiss, pound
territory many months ago. He ceas Imported Edams, each
ll.ibo
ed operations and went Into'hldlng or Imported Roquefort, pound
40
left the country after the officers of j Imported Koman, pound
15
that region had made it too hot to McLaren's Imperial, Jar.
SAN JObc MAHKET.
hold him. The hanging of nis partner,
o
Tom Ketchum at Clayton, last year,
Native and Chicago Lumber.
may also have had something to do
Shoft lengtns ot carpets, ranging
with his decision to quit his usual from one to twentv yards, at half cost. Sherwin-WilliaALWAVS'?nc
' Albert Faber. 305 Railroad avenue.
haunts.
PLASTKtT
Covers More Looks Best t Wears Long- 8A8H. DOORS. BLIXDS,
At any rate he and the living mem-lerWe are the leaders for the hottest est
Most Economical
of his band disappeared and
Measure LIMK(l CKMKNT, GLASS, PAINT, Kt?
Fall
were heard of no more until recently, stuff in the territory. Coal we mean.
HAHN.
First Street and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.
when they crossed the southeastern The best for your money.

Sale of Men's White Shirts

fill
i lii li

t

.

s

10 AND 15 CENTS

A

GOT HALF OF THEM.

The Ruppes Entertain.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Kunue entertained a
17w frionds Rt their home on North
Second street. Sunday night, in a very
pleasant manner. The evening was
spent In conversation, music and a
bountiful supply of delightful refreshments. Those present were: Mr. and
Mrs. L. H. Shoemaker,. Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Wliitson, Mr.
Lon Shoemaker,
and Mis. Harry Strong, Prof, and Mrs.
Devlne,' Mrs. Manuel Salazar, Mrs. W.
L'catrice
S. Daltd, Missis May and
Pearce, .Messrs. J. O. Ooodlander, 11.
t
Walters and J. Marmaduke.

I

When in Need of Coal, Wood
or Kindling Call Clark-vill- e

Mr
-

1

G

0C000O00OOOOGOOO0C
A BEAUTIFUL
BRIDE

CLARK yiLLE COAL

Members of Musgrave Gang.

Art. Garland"

DOUBLE-HEATIN-

Coal and Wood

Sheriffs Posses Surprise

be made.
The second, a drunk, was given ten
Eight days on the chain gang.

James Witt, formerly a member of
the El Paso police force, now city
marshal of Santa Kosa, N. M., was in
15ASEBURNERS the city yesterday and brought a;
meager report of a battle between
They have no peer or rival In the bane two sheriff's posses and members ol
elegance
and
point
of
burner world In
Jack Muserave's Kane, which took
high finish.
place in the fastnesses of the Capitan
mountains, says the El Paso News.
Four outlaws are reported to have
ARtnaaerone Hardware Co been
slain.
The sheriff's men fought from cov120 GOLD AVENUE.
er and were not injured. They surrounded and crept upon Jie outlaws'
camp and took eight members of the
gang by surprise. Volley after volley
was flred into the camp and it was
wonderful that any of the bandits es44

THE GREAT MAJESTIC.

KILLED OUTLAWS.

Iron

large variety
of short lengths of Carpets,
.

Police Court Notes.

Mandell

BUTLDINQ AWRAHR?A0 At

Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
House Furnishing Good.

:

s
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laws, consisting of three whites, one
negro and one Mexican, stopped at
C. C. Martin's sheep camp, he says,
on Tuesday of last week, and after
partaking of a sumptuous lunch, took
their departure. Uefore leaving they
relieved the herders of a valuable
Winchester rifle, which tney carried
away as a souvenir of their visit.
The celebrated case against Gus
Lard, of Hagerman. came to an end
this week. About four years ago the
young man was tried before the district court and fined $500 for an assault with a deadly weapon. The case
was appealed to the territorial su
preme court, and the decision of the
lower court affirmed, because of the

Recently there have been several cases
of prominent nieu suddenly falling in
collapse just after eating a hearty meal.
Thc9e men have all been under treatment for gastric "trouble," and yet the
result shows that the treatment they had
received had smothered the symptoms
but had Hot retarded the progress of the
disease.
There is a real danger In the use of
palliatives when thrre is disease of the
stomach and its allied organs of digestion and nutrition. The disease in such
curi goes on, while the distressing
symptom alone are stopped. Presently,
ii Ke a amoineren
fire, the diaease
breaks out in
De. new places, in'VA7
volving heart,
fore any further action was taken J. lungs,
T. Lard, the father of the offender, neys, liver, kidor aotne
called on me clerk of the court in other organ.
Roswell and paid the fine and costs,
The use of Dr.
amounting in all to $509.25.
Pierce's Golden
Medical DiscovFARMINGTON.
ery results in a
radical cure of
From the Hustler.
Too Knlfhpr is seriously 11 with an diseases of the
stomach and othBtinrk of nneumonla.
MrB j A rjamett Is threatened with er oreana of di
gestion and nutrition. It cures diseases
Rn attark 0f pneumonia,
T)r McEwen was called In to treat of heart, lungs, liver, kidneys, etc.,. when
vvilliam Graham for a broken collar the disease of these organs has its origin
in the diseased condition of the stomach
bone.
digestive and nutritive system.
The Home oil well Is now down 100 and will
tell you what tnynrlf and family think
I
feei. Some promising indications are of your
medicine," write Mr. M. M. Wardwell,
developing.
of Linwood, Leavenworth Co., Kanaa.
"It
aay, and more. I was taken
Tom Bryan
has sold his bneep will do all you ago;
got
so
years
I
alck
lie
I
weak
couldn't
nine
Sprlngs store to George Manning, of down, nor hardly sit up; was
way two or
Fort Defiance, and will leave lor a three months. I picked up onethatof Dr. Pierce'a
Memorandum Books one dsy and saw your detrln to Phoenix. Arizona.
of catarrh of the stomach. I thought
Dave Lewis drove forty head of scription
It hit my caw. We had a bottle of Dr. Pierce'a
v
uv
i
mum
iuwu,
ulj
Golden Medical Discovery In the house that waa
mines inruuKii
got for my mother.
You recommend It for
P"rrnfd ,from Jne,
catarrh of the stomsch, so I went to taking it.

New Mexico Towns
mother in Philadelphia for the past
month, died on Saturday noon on a
train en route from Washington to

LAS VEGAS.

From the Record.
Pete Lynn is able t be about again
after recovering from an attack of the
tneaales.
William B. Strapp. Joe Young and
V. H. Strapp returned from a ten
days' overland trip to the Red River
country.
J. Mink, father of Mrs. W. W. Reed,
of Anton Chico, i.ied at that place,
aged 88. years. Mr. Mink was a pioneer of Anton Chico. having lived in that
vicinity for the rast fifty years.
At a regular meeting of tin E. Romero Hose and Fire company L. V.
Ilfcld was presented wiia a beautiful
gold badpte hearing the following engraved inscription: "Presented by E.
Romero Hose and Fire company to

Chicago.

Up to date the sum of $175 has been
contributed by citizens and school
children of Santa Fe county to the
memorial fund. No other county in the territory has done so well so
far.

y

the quarterly program for the Fifteen
club. It contains the topics for discussion at the next nine meetings, the
first of which wlil occur on February
14. It is a very neat piece of type
writing.
There are 356 pupils at the govern
ment Indian school and the school Is
crowded to Its utmost capacity. The
heealth of the Institution is first class.
None of the younger pupils are being
sent to town as some chickenpox pre- vails and it is thought best to keep
them away. Work of Impriving the
road from the school to the peniten- tiary and making it into a boulevard Is
getting on. the larger school boys do
ing it. The county has agreed to furnish tne lumber for a couple of cul
verts necessary and when the road
Is finished there will be a first class
picvc ui iusu mi nuum a uinc.

K W. Ilfeld, 1901."
Gonzales started for the
El Porvenir mounta'n resort. He had
only gone as far as Jefferson Reynolds'
residence, on the Hot Springs boulevard, when his hor?e took fright at a
row and ran nway, smashing his buggy
Into manv pieces. Mr. Gonzales escaped unhurt.
Adelaldo

From the

vyptlc.
Mrs Mary K. McMahan was granted absolute divorce from Charles D.

McMahan. They are residents of Colfax county. The decree was handed
down by Judge W. J. Mills' court.
Mrs. Peabody, who is now visiting
In Denver, suffered the misfortune of
having her mouth cut by a dentist who
allowed an Instrument to slip while
working on her teeth. She has almost
recovered and will return home next

Saturday.

Corporal Raymond I. Lewis, United
States army, of the recruiting station
at Trinidad, Colo., is in town looking over the ground with a view of
establishing a recruiting station here.
He 'has placed recruiting posters in
many conspicuous places, which give
all the information regarding enlist-
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birth-frien-

Lazy Li

From the Index

Several cases of smallpox are re-ported in tne lower san juan vaiiey.
wun pneu
William ustranaer is
monia at the residence of his parents
111

From the Record

Al Garrett returned from his ranch
thirtv miles northwest of town, where
he started his pumping plant for the
Mr. Garrett has two wells
winter.
there over 400 feet deep, over which
foot windmills. To
he has twenty-fivassist the heavens in furnishing power
h ha a small steam engine at each
place which he runs night and day
dnrina- - the drvj season. .
.
II. P. Hobson. who has Just returned from a trip to the north, reports
that he crossed the trail of the band
of hnrco thipvpa who atole the herd
from Hoswell ten davs ago. The out- e

-

i

the case of J. Wesley Klcht. who is
on ff orl n tr frnm tho ffiri d rt a n alytic stroke received some months
r-

right medicine
nent time tnese tnree
.
,
things are Of the Utmost impor- .
.
tance to the consumptive,
Right food and right medicine

vaiescing
from his niness
.

j .i.i oi tr
rvaii'
ir. rv... n. L.iiwuii, a. ueniiHt
sas City, Mo., who was here, has pur
v

I

l

a

riiunf u me jonn Mcuermott mesa
ranca on the La Plata. 160 acres; also
the ranch of Leonard Scott and Everet
Wright, adjoining, 80 acres each. The
r.Yt a j
loci turn nlano nara
tr i
tnese are Contained in SCOtt S friends in Kansas City. 1'he sales
.
.. were made by Judge Granville Pendle
, ..
, .
on. ton. - . umuision oi pure coa-uve- r
.
.
. .
.
.
.
tne contract
ftiariin naa
Right time IS at first Sign Ot for carrying the rfceivea
dally mall between
i

I

I

I

, .

now.
.

Wt'll tend you a little to try, if you l.k:.
SCOTT & UUWNE, 40Q furl strut, New York.
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James Hartley gets the La Plata con
tract ana v. u. ruon tne lrgo route
Contractors are now prohibited from
an til f n a t )m onntarta uvnAnt
hv
special permission of the department,
and then only for an amount equal to
that which they themselves receive.
MONUMENTS.
All kinds of stone and mable work.
Prices moderate. Shop and yard cor
ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
H. Q. MAURINO.
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Meal stations.
Nob. t and 4 run dally between Chicago,

San Francisco and Lob Angeles
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cara daily through between Chicago and San Fran
Cisco and Chicago and Los Angeles.
Pullman Tourist Sleeping Cars dally through between Chicago and San Francisco and Chicago and Los Angeles.
The Grand Canyon of the Colorado can be reached only by this line.
The California Limited carries the following new equipment:

Buffet Smoking Car, Harvey Dining Car. and Observation Sleeping Car, between Chicago and Ixs Angeles; Double Drawing Hoom Sleeping Car, between
Chicago and San Diego; Double Drawing Room Sleeping Car, between Kansas
City an Loa Angeles.
Connections at La Junta from Denver and at Los Angeles for San Diego and
Santa Barbara. Fastest train to Southern California and over the shortest line.
Limited to six cars, wide vestlbuled, elect rio lighted. No finer train anywhere.
The observation Car contains ten sections and a handsomely finished observation room. The Buffet Smoking Car contains a spacioua smoking and reading
room with buffet. Both these cars are su pplled with current periodicals and stationery.
All meals en route will be served in th e dining car, under the direction of Mr.
Fred Harvey.
No extra fare charged on the California Limited. Regular first-clatickets
only are required.
F. L. MYERS, Agent,
Albuquerque, N. M.
ss
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ness, sick headache, nausea,
general debility.
One of
Ayer's Pills each night, just
one, gently starts the liver
and removes all trouble.
" I have used Ayer's Pills for liver

in Aztec.
D. E. Lonato is visiting in AiDu
querque ana otner ranroau towns, nav
ing accompanied a party there as
guide
If the three boys of Aztec, who shot
througn the windows and destroyed
property at the Center Point school complaint, and have found them to be
nouse win can on tne uoaru or direct the best thing I have ever tried."
ors and pay damages, it will save
E. N. North, Sidell, 111.
trouble and expense.
box.
j. C AYES CO.. Lswell. Mas.
lit.
i
W.
of
purchased
has
Farmer
John
W. C. Prewltt of Clarksville, Mo., a 160
acre ranch on the San Juan about
Finest train in the world;
eight miles above Farmington. Mr.
goes
the distance
Farmer expects to move to the new lo- around the world ; near the
cation next spring,
canyon
greatest
in the world;
Charley Paine, who Is engaged in
best railway meal service In
tne pacK train Dusiness at oro rino,
the world.
came down from the mountains last
week and purchased ten big pack
mules of Dave Lewis, none of the ten
Dally, Chicago to
going less than 1,100 pounds
ian Francisco, Los Angeles
Aztec people are now agitating the
and San Diego.
we
organization
of i a. , brass band,
,
.
Wide vestlbuled, electric
nere ana. it is uo
nave tne material
Hevec that a large part of the money
lighted and luxuriously
necessary can be raised by giving en- equipped.
tertalnments, suppers, dances, etc.
Let the good work proceed
ur. west was cauea to rarmingion.

Right food

S

tongue, constipation, bilious-

one-tent-

always
From the New Mexican.
urciinary
There are 238 convicts In the terrl nClDS, Olicn Cures.
'
torial penitentiary, and they are all IOOC1
I,"m,.l,
(nA
trA
lJ.c.
1
rCSIl air
ntips ieea.
busy.
Postmaster Simon Neusbaum recelv helps cure.
Scott's Hmulsion
ed a dispatch from his brother-in-laBegin early.
iu Chicago, stating that his eldest dees both.
brother, Adolph Neusbaum, aged about
60 years, a prominent merchant of
Peoria, III, who bad been visiting bis

have dyspepsia, coated

AZTEC.

fABLF

HEAD UP

1

Chatn-lerlain'-

bCOlt

TIM E

1

nin Haiiv eerit SnnHnv tn n W.
Rpntt Inr II 72S- - from Roawell to
When you lack energy, do not relish
once a week, to Jesus
your food, feel dull and stupid, after Fort Sumner,
siiha fnr srum- - from Cloudcroft via
s
eating, all you need Is a dose of
Stomach & Liver Tablets. Pine' Springs, Upper Pefiasco. Elk,"They will make you feel like a new I nwer Penasrn and Hone to Steea week, to James
man and give you an appetite like a man. three times
F. Hinkle. for $986; and from Weed
.bear. For sale by all druggists.
to Upper Pefiasco. three times a week.
to James F. Hinkle, for $209.
DEMING.
,

IS

iSS

1)

-

disease. Ulgnt lime

Next Door to First National Bank.
New Telephone 222.

Military Posts.
telegram from Washington says
ment. However, her case was practic- that no action will be taken establishing new military encampments in Arially helpiess when she left here.
zona, or upon the pending question of
From the Times.
the reoccupatlon of Whipple Barracks
Miss Leita Hays has recovered from at Prescott, until General MacArthur,
an attack of tonsllltls.
who is a member of the board,
J. B. Moore, of Cottonwood Pass,
was in town, having sold his trading
READ DOWN
store. He is on his way to the Congo
Bucklen's Arnica Salve.
N". 8
The best and most famous compound
Free State, South Africa,
No. 7
No. 1
Limited
ueorge urowu unci uurui-- iiaiuis in the world to conquer aches and kill
aen nave eacn comnnuieu jo ior uie pains. Cures cuts, heals burns and lo 00 pm 8 00 pm 10 0'i pm
enlargement of the Methodist Episco- - bruises, subdues inflammation, mas8 45 am 11 00 am
3 85 pm
1 15 pm
10 25 am
Millions of boxes sold
pal onurcn. narmsiien nas aiso secur ters piles.
6 05 pm la 10 pm
5 2 pm
ulyearly.
boils,
in
wonders
Works
me
Aztec court
ed tne contract ior
1 65 i m
8 OB pm
6 BO pm
house. This means a good building at cers, felons, skin eruptions. It cures
7 25 am
6 45 am
4 05 pm
or no pay. 25c at all druggists.
me permanent county Beat.
fi 8 b am
6 10 pm
8 80 am
o
pm
7
10
6
am'
15 am
60
40
Waggoner
Wooiman and Denver
I a am
7 25 pm 10 45 am
Don't overlook It if you a On
have thoroughly overhauled the drill areDeming!
mm
i
pm
10
10
2 20 pm
looking for a sale and paying ining machinery at Blake's oil well, and vestment,
8 80 pm
13 25 pm 1 20 pin
v uu pm
7 5 am
will start the drill next week. They
o
pm
0
15
am
40
8
will go down the 1,000 feet for Mr,
8 55 am
0 20 m
Hanan Shoes.
Blake that the contract specifies, and
8u pm
2 On pm
83 ll in
Spring styles just In; better and 87 40
then start a machine on their own
am 10 85 rm
7 I'D am
nobbier than ever; $6 grade reduced to 8 00 cm 8 60 cm 8 00 pm
property near west water.
e 4" am 10 30 pm
89 pin
$5.50. Call and see the new styles. 10
11 45 m
8 0r am 11 45 pm
CARLSBAD.
1 00 am
avenue
clo
10 20 am
Simon Stern, the Railroad
11 10 m
5 45 am
4 10 pm
5
25
pin
thier.
10 40 pm 11 00 am 10 I' pm
From the Argus.
Mumps has been raging In the fam
U 46 pm
Demlng has an abundance of water
8 07 am
ily of Commissioner J. H. James, the for irrigating
0 40 am
or
vineyards,
orchards,
boys Just recovering therefrom and gardens.
0 25 am
11 20 m
Mrs. James now being a victim.
o
11 20 pm 11 10am 11 8 pm
The ladles of the Library assocla- Notice.
6 5 cm
5 10 am
4 10 pm
tion will give an old fashioned New
Rico Cafe serves the best meals
The
e to am
8 45 am
7 10 pm
England dinner to me Carlsbad pub- - In the city at 15 and 25 cents. Short 11 23 am 0 85 pm 1147 am
1 23 pm
pm
pm
10
60
bf
lie, February 22, Washington s
orders, 6 cents up, 111 North First l'i7 lit i
7 0 pm
mil
day.
street.
10 0o pm
10 00 pm
Messrs. Max Young and Thomas J.
o
1 00 pm
1 80 pm
10 65 pm
Jonnstone arrived in Carlsbad from
Deming has a magnificent school
a 00 pm 11 5 pm
a 30 rm
Chicago. Mr. Johnstone is one of the system.
6 ao pm
most eminent hyuraulic engineers in
8 16 pm
3 05 am
the country, and comes to CarUbad to
3 25 pm 11 65 pm
3 65 pm
look over the irrigation situation and
3 85 pm 13 06 am
8 05 pm
to draw up plans for a permanent
7 15 pm
4 00 am
8 35 pm
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0 85 am
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structure to replace the old wooden
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5
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15
60
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am
Mr.
Pecos.
across
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canal fluihe
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7 IS am
Young has visited here several times
pm
60
13
8
45 pm
"When the liver goes wrong,
6 00 pm
7 05 am
before and contemplates investment in
real estate.
everything is wrong. You
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Saved Him From Torture.
There Is no more agonizing trouble
than piles. The constant itching and
burning make life Intolerable. No po
sition is comfortable. The torture is
unceasing.
DeWitt's Witch Hazel
Salve cures piles at once. For skin
diseases, cuts, burns, bruises, all kinds
of wounds It Is unequalled. J. 8. Gerall
St. Paul. Ark., says: "From 18b5
suffered with the protruding, bleeding
piles and could find nothing to help
me until I used DeWitt's Witch Hazel
Salve. A few boxes completely cured
me." Beware of counterfeits. J. 11
O'Reilly & Co., B. H. Brlggs & Co.
o
8ANTA FE.

Albuquerque Abstract Company

--

sum-druggis-

-

LUiM3Uiir

Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical
Adviser, in paper covers, is sent free on
receipt of Ji one cent stamps, to pay
expense of mailing only. Address Dr.
R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.

'u"l.

--

U. E. McDanlels. of Cook's
Peak, Is now in Deming and will re
main for an indefinite period.
R.T.Hall died in the hospital of this
city after an illness of only three days.
Mr. Hall came from Camden, N. J.
H. Millink, of Garfield avenue, Kan
fas City, Mo., passed from this life at
the hospital at Deming having been
sick only five days. Milink was strick
cn with pneumonia.
Thomas Nantz. attorney for the Gol
den Cross and Eagle Mining company,
and whose home is in Terra Haute, In
diana, left for New Orleans, Louisiana
Mr. Nantz has not been well for some
time and thought that a trip to the
sunny south might do him good.

MANAGER OF

one-hal-

ul school
nine months

UH

term which has
this year been provided for in nearly
every
""
T. .ZZ
Rooa management on m im.i.
county superiiiieiiurnu
Miss Marion uucner, wno win oe
membered as residing here last
mer, died in Chicago, where she had

ments.
The postoffice authorii.es have grant- From the iemocrat.
Mrs. John M. Hernandez is sick with
ed a daily mail between Las Vegas
and Santa Rosa to begin at once, in- pneumonia.
Mrt. Noah Ellis went to Texas to
stead of waiting until the first part of
July. Eugento Romero, who operates wait on her husband who is very ill
not expected to live.
the stage line between this city and andvvtiv
in ih nnm nf common sense
the new Rock Island metropolis will ilnn't tho
mllrnnH enmnnnv nlncp a
also carry the mail. This will be of tern at
tho Honnt with the name of th a
great advantage to Las Vegas merTularosa on it
chants and also to travelers who de- town
r.onnro rnri In rnmnletlna- a fish
sire to make Rock Island points.
Robbers got in their work at Chi nntwi n nn nt hu Knprampnto monn- huahua and took everything in sight. tain ranches. It will be over ten feet
They entered the house of Mrs. Luce deep and cover some ten acres of
He will stock It with fish from
Lucero by breaking a window glass land.
v,
n.n.ont hatrhcrioi '
and opening the window and took her
groceries and clothing. They also enChamberlain's Couah
tered the house of Mrs. Rebecca Lufe- Ha RecommendsR,m.dv.
ro and took her groceries and nearly
"I have used Chamberlain's Cough
all of her clothing. It ia estimated that
from the two houses $200 worth of Remedy for a number of years and
clothing was taken. The thief is be have no hesitancy In saying that It is
lieved to be known to the officers, but the best remedy for coughs, colds and
croup I have ever used in my family.
has not yet been arrested.
I have not words to express my conn- Mr. Wheeler Got Rid of His Rheu dence in this remedy. Mrs. J. A.
Moore. North Star, Mich. For sale by
matism.
"During the winter of 1898 I was so all druggists.
o
lame in my joints. In fact all over my
body, that I could hardly hobble
ROSWELL.
around, when I bought a bottle of
Chamberlain's Pain Balm. From the From the Register.
Mrs. J. O. Cameron arrived from
first application I began to get well
and was cured and have worked stead Carlsbad to visit a week with her
Mrs. W. W. Ogle.
lly all the year. P Wheeler, North
J. M. Powell, one of the Instructors
wood, N. Y. For sale by all druggists.
in the public school received a tele- CLAYTON.
gram announcing the death of his
mother in Odessa, Mo., and left for
From the Enterprise.
place.
that
Clayton needs a fire company and It
are over fifty members in the
There
seems ane ought to nave one.
Carpenters' union of Roswell, forty- Mrs. A. Wamsley and daughter. Miss five of whom live In the town. At a
Mary, are visiting friends and rela meeting on Thursday night of last
tives In Folsom this week.
week applications were received from
Little Kathleen, daughter of Mr. and three boss carpenters for workmen,
Mrs. J. C. Hill, accidentally burned
none were reported idle.
herself rather seriously with condens- butThe reception held at the Baptist
ed lye last Saturday.
last Thursday evening for the
Melvin Thorpe, brother of Mrs. El- church
new pastor. Rev. Anderson, brought
len Taylor, paid Clayton a visit Mel- out a goodly number of that congrega
vin is an old timer In Union county tion. A very pleasant time is report
and everyone knows him.
p.1
The
decorated the church
J. W. Inman has accepted the posi- with hnnaoldlP
nlanta and nerved refresh- tion of night engineer of the Clayton ments of coffee and cake.
electric light and waterworks plant.
The fnllnu'lnB- local mall contracts
Mr. Inman is just out from Missouri have been awarded by the postoffice
and is a brother of J. P. Inman, of
department:
From Rbswell to Lin- -

Mrs.

E

The one bottle nearly cured me. I got two
f
bottles next time and took one and
and was well. Your medicine cost me three
dollars and the doctor cost me fourteen dollars."

One of the best Indications of San

TULAROSA.

From the Headlight.

ABSTRACTS OF TITLE TO BERNALILLO COUNTY REAL
AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATES.
HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES PAID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
AND

v

--

1880.)

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

"Exploring

to a skeleton." writes Mrs. W. Wat- klna nf PlPsnt Tltv. Oh o. "A ter- rible cough set in, that, in spite of a
good doctor's treatment for several
weeks, grew worse every day. We
then used Dr. King's New Discovery
for consumption, and our darling was
soon sound and well. We are sure this
Brand medicine saved his life." Mil- Hons know It's the only sure cure for
colds and all lung diseases. All
guarantee satisfaction, 50c,
$1.00. Trial bottles free.
o-

(ESTABLISHED

noii-a,.P.ri- ,.

n.n.

..I

J. M. nooRE

The
California
Limited
Santa Fe

Drawing room Pullmans,
Buffet smoking car (with

barber shop), Harvey dining
car, observation car iwltb
ladies' parlor).
Best train or best travelers.
Three days from Chicago,
four days from Atlantic coast
Visit Grand Canyon ot
Arizona en route, now
reached by rail.
Illustrated books
"To California and Back,"
''Grand Canyon of Arizona,"
ten cents.
F. L. MYERS, Agent.

he Mexican Central Railway Co., Limited

1
Calls attention to the fact that:
It Is the only Standard Guage Route from the United States frontier to Mexico City.
It is the only line In Mexico that can offer the traveling public
the conveniences and comforts of Standard Guage Pullman Drawing
Hojiu Sleepers, lighted by Pintsch Gas.
It is the only line by which you can tiavel without change from
Kansas City, Mo., to Mexico City.
It Is the only line by which you can travel wlthou change from
St. Louis, Mo., to Mexico City.
The lines of the Mexican Central Railway pass through 15 of the
27 states of the Republic. Eight million of the thirteen million inhabitants of Mexico are settled contiguous to them.

The principal mining regions receive their supplies and export
their products over it. Chihuahua, Sierra Mojada, tfapiml, Fresnillo,
Parral, Guanacevl, Duiango, Zacatecas, Guanajuato Sombrerete, Pach-ucetc., etc.
When You Travel for Business, Go Where Business Is Done.
There are only five cities of over 35,000 inhabitants In the Repub- lie of Mexico that are not reached by the Mexican Central line.
The following ten cities are reached enly by the Mexican Central
Railway:
Chihuahua 30.098 inhabitants: Parral 16 382: Zacatecas 34.438:
Guanajuato 40,580; Leon 63,263;Guadalajara
101,208;
Queretaro 38,- 016; Zamora 12.533; Aguascallentes 37,816; Irapuato 19,640.
It also reaches the cities of Torreon 13.845; San Luis Potosl
60.S58; Tamplco (Mexican Gulf port) 16,313; Celar 25,565; Pachuca
a,

37.4S7; City of Mexico 368,777.

Dally Pullman service between St. Louis, Mo., and Mexico City,
also between Kansas City, Mo., and Mexico City, and vice versa.
C. R. HUDSON, G. F. & P. A.
W. D. MURD0CK, A. G. P. A- - Mexico City.
W. 8. MEAD, Commercial Agent, El Paso, Texas.
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Tucumarl for a physician. At last
reports the wounded man was improving slowly.
Sheriff
Romero
brought the saloonkeeper to Santa
Rosa Saturday evening and took him
to the county Jail at Puerto de Luna.
On Saturday morning
the Portuguese renewed his spree and starting
down the railroad track he met the
section men and began abusing the
foreman and then threatening to kill
every American.
He started toward
the foreman, who Immediately drew
his gun and shot the drunken man
through the head and body, kl..ing him
Instantly. We were unable to learn
the names of any ot the men.

IVailroad Topics
The Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, No. 4i!7, held a special meeting
yesterday afternoon.
After a pleasant visit to Topeka.
Harry Snyder, of the local machine
shops, and wife have returned to the
city.
The fourth mountafri helper Is now
advertised and the oldest crew applying before February 14 will be assigned
to engine No. 758.
The new bag;tugemaster at the local
depot is Dick Gentry, formerly bookkeeper at the plumbing establishment
of Brockmeier & Cox.
Engine No. 834. which was recently
transferred to the Santa Fe Pacific
from the Katon division, is to be transferred back to the Raton division.
Miss Grace Kennedy, stenographer
of the Santa Fe Central railway, at
Santa Fe, nas been 111 for the past few
days and has been confined to her
room at the sanitarium.
Two car loads of horses were received on Saturday at Ortiz Station for
the Santa e Central railway and were
sent to swell the working herd of that
road now In camp near Ualisteo.
Thp local switchmen are hustlers,
and they keep the cars in the local
yards moving. Trains are made up
and sent on to their destinations only
a short time aiter their arrival here.
W. B. Gasklns, master mechanic at
the Pecos Valley & Northeastern railway shops at Roswell, left for Hot
Springs. Ark., accompanied by his
wife. They expect to be absent about
three weeks.
W. J. Tomblin, a brakeman on the
Pecos Valley & Northeastern, lost two
fingers and the tip of the thumb on
his right hand in making a link and
pin coupling atEagle View, six miles
north of Carlsbad, a few days ago.
J. S. Antoelle nas completed his contract of building a section of the
road, and has taken a
on the railroad building between El
Paso and Strauss on the Southern Pacific road. He la now moving his outfit
to Rogers.
A new passenger coach has been
placed on the run between Lamy and
Santa Fe and for this tne traveling
public is greatly obliged, says the New
Mexican. The coach that has been in
use for some months was uncomfortable and rickety, but as it has now been
replaced, why, all's well that ends
Bis-be- e

sub-contra-

well.

The Las Vegas Optic says: George
Noyes, who has been connected with
the Santa Fe railroad for the past
twenty years, has resigned his position as superintendent of the pickling
works, which has been his department
for some time past, and will leave
shortly for Illinois, where he will engage in a similar kind of work.
David
Tho Flagstaff Gem says:
Lewis, living two miles east of town,
suffered a great loss, when a freight
train ran over and killed three fine
cows and a heifer belonging to him.
This loss falls heavily upon Mr. Lewis,
as he is a poor man and has a large
family to support. The railroad company would do a just act to promptly
pay him the full value of the stock
killed.
The Roswell Register says: The
train due here from the north at 4:32
p. m., local time, Monday, metith an
accident fifteen miles this side of Por-taleby which the tender left the
rai's and cut something like 200 ties
in two. The train was considerably
delayed, as it took about two hours
and a hulf to get tne tender back on
the track. It is fortunate that the
train was running at a moderate speed,
or a very serious accident would have
been the result.
Clerk's Wise Suggestion.
"I have lately been much troubled
with dyspepsia, belching and sour
stomach," writes M. S. Mead, leading
pharmacist of Attleboro, Mass. "I
could eat hardly anything without suffering several hours. My clerk suggested 1 try Kodol Dyspepsia Cure,
which i did with most nappy results.
I have had no more trouble and when
one can go to eating mince pie, cheese,
candy and nuts after such a time, their
digestion must be pretty good. I endorse Kodol Dyspepsia Cure heartily."
You don't have to diet. Eat all the
good food you want but don't overload
the stomach. Kodol Stomach Cure digests your food. J. 11. O'Reilly & Co.,
li. H. briggs & Co.
n

TAX EXEMPTION

CLAUSE..

Meeting of Citizens to Devise Means to
Eliminate That Feature From the
Bill Now Before Congress.
The Santa Fe Pacific Railroad com
pany Have had a bill introduced in con
gress which renews the bill passed in
congress in aid of the Atlantic & Pa
cific railroad, which exempts the rail
road from taxation upon its right of
way.
In 1897 a similar bill was passed by
congress giving the Santa Fe Pacific,
as the successor of the Atlantic & Pa
cific, the same exemption. It Ts now
desired to transfer the Santa Pacific
to the Santa Fe, and with the same ex

emption.
The exemption of the railroad from
taxation has proved a bone of conten
tion between the company anil the
counties through which it run, and
the c6 u n tied have been forced to ac
ccpt Ftich anicunts for taxation as the
railroad comrany has been pleased to
grant.
Considering the trouble had in the
past over this matter, it was deemed
by many of our cit'zens a good opportunity to make some arrangement
whereby the railroad woum in tne future pay its j'ibt share of taxation, and
if possible .iave the clause in the bill
now before congress eliminated.
With this object in view a meeting
was call" d y the board of supervisors
on Thursday nisht, which was largely
attended by tax payers.' The object
of the meeting was plainly and pointwho was fob
edly stated l y E. M.
lowed by E. S. Clark In a short talk,
explaining what action "ad already
been taken. A telegram was read from
l

le.

Delegate

Smith, in which he pledged

himself to aid the ounty in obtaining
a Just taxation from the railroad.
The board of supervisors have asked
District Attorney Jones to advise with
the district attorneys of Mohave, Navajo, Apache and Yavapai, and urge
them to join with Coconino In the mat
c

ter, and thus obtain, while there Is opportunity, the elimination of the tax
exemption clause of the bill now before congress.
Flagstaff Sun.
For Stomach Troubles.
"I have taken a great many different
medicines for stomach trouble and
constipation," says Mrs. S. Geiger, of
Dunkerton, Iowa, "but never had as
good results from any as from ChamBAD LAS VEGAS GIRL.
berlain's Stomach & Liver Tablets."
For sale by all druggists.
She Will Not Be Good and Will Be
Sent to a Reformatory.
RAILROAD IMPROVEMENTS.
Mabel Baire Potter, whose honeyThe Santa Fe It Double Tracking Its moon escapades were noted last Thursday, Is under official restralt now,
Line Over the Raton Mountains.
It does not look as if the Santa Fe while her future is being considered
Railway company has any Intention at by her friends, says the Las Vegas
present of giving up Its Raton tunnel Record.
route from Colorado Into New MexOn Thursday morning, after her
ico, as has been rumored from time to night of revelry, she evaded her hustime. A large construction force has band agflin, and, accompanied by her
almost completed the double tracking two male companions of the previous
of the route from Morley, Colo., to the night, she went out to Williams' ranch,
tunnel on the Colorado side. Bridges three miles west of the city, where
and viaducts have been widened and they spent the day. When It was grow-InEighty-pounsteel is supplanting wood.
dark the trio went out to the stock
rails are being laid and the bal- yards and spent the night in a small
last Is small hard stone, making a very vacant building. Yesterday morning,
substantial and smooth roadbed. Con- Sharum and Trough, her companions,
siderable filling had to le done. In sneaked north on a train and the bride
cutting away additional earth and rock out lo Green's ranch, where she spent
In the cuts to make room for the sec the day.
She returned last evening
ond track, extensive strata of coal and went to the Wooster house, to
have been uncovered but a few feet be- await the hour for another engageneath the surface, demonstrating that ment she had with a friend. But her
the Raton mountains contain practic- plans were frustrated by the officers,
ally an Inexhaustible supply of coal.
who arrested her and placed her In
the city Jail for safe keeping.
The Last Heard Of It
The girl does not seem to realize the
"My little boy took the croup one
of her offense and she hop
night and soon grew so bad you could enormity
and sang In great glee, when not
hear htm breathe all over the house," ped
the officers. Her husband,
says F. D. Reynolds, Mansfield, Ohio. roasting
Potter, accompanied her to the
"We feared he would die, but a tew Dallas
tnat she
loses of One Minute Cough Cure quick Jail, as it was deemed best
She did not
ly relieved him and he went to sleep. should have company.
for the company, however, and
That's the last we heard of the croup. care
would not live with her
Now Isn't a cough cure like that valua declared she
of three days because she
ble?" One Minute Cough Cure is ab- husband
affection for him.
solutely safe and acts Immediately. has no girl
is either demented or she is
The
For coughs, etilds, croup, grip, bron- deau
to all moral attributes and totally
chitis and all other throat and lung depraved.
Her mother is making necVery
troubles it is a certain cure.
and an effort will be
pleasant to take. The little ones like essary inquiries
it. J. H. O'Reilly & Co., B. 'H. Briggs made to place Mabel In a Colorado
reformatory. In the meantime she will
& Co.
be held under official surveillance.
Millions Put To Work.
Mothers can safely give Foley's
The wonderful activity of the new
century Is shown by an enormous de- Honey and Tar to their children for
coughs and colds, for it contains no
mand for the world's best workers
Dr. Kine's New Life Pills. For con opiates or other poisons. Sold by Alstipation, sick headache, biliousness, varado Pharmacy.
orany trouble of stomach, liver or
Business at Santa Rosa.
kidneys they re unrivaled, uniy z&c
Rosa now has flfleen saloons,
Santa
at all druggists.
nine restaurants, eight stores, two
lumber yards, two meat markets, two
DROPS THROUGH- - CARS.
livery stables, three doctors, four lawSanta Fe Makes an Important An- yers, three hotels, two barber shops,
one bank and another one coming,
nouncement.
The Santa Fe has anticipated the two churches, two drug storeB. two
operation of the new law sale', to have newspapers, two surveyors, two land
been adopted by Mexico, preventing agents, one blacksmith, a school
Pullman sleepers crossing the border, house, two bakeries, one tailor ana
by announcing that it will at once two laundries. Star.
abandon its through Pullman service
Foley's Honey and Tar cures the
from Chicago and .ansas City to the
cough caused by attack of la grippe, it
City of Mexico.
Sold 'by Alvarado
The reason assigned ts that the cars heals the lungs.
can not be kept in sanitary condition Pharmacy.
tor such a long Journey.
OF LOCALINTEREST.
It is believed, however, that the entrance of the Rock Island to El Paso
A. M. Bergere, who is in AlbuMrs.
has had something to do with the querque on a visit to Mrs. N. B. Field,
Fe.
Santa
of
plans
the
change in the
Is quite indisposed and will not be able
It is rumored that the Rock Island de- to return to Santa Fe to take part in
give
Central
manded that the Mexican
the reception at the executive mansion
it the Bame facilities for through Pull- to be held tomorrow evening.
Fe.
giving
tne Santa
mans that it was
Hon. Thomas Hughes, the ever alert
For some reason, the Mexican Central editor of the Albuquerque Citizen, was
but
this,
it
was obliged to refuse to do
at Las Vegas yesterday working on beis said that to keep itself on friendly half of the New Mexico exhibits to tne
was
relations witn the Rock island it
and St. Louis expositions.
obliged to refuse to take through Pull- Charleston
He proposes to have the New Mexico
mans trom the Santa Fe.
the best of the western comIn the future, it will be necessary for exhibit
at the Louisiana Purchase
monwealths
passengers for the City of Mexico to
change cars at El Paso. A Santa Fe exposition.
Mayor Amado Chaves will leave for
official says:
tonight and from that
"The principal cause of the change Albuquerque
In the Jemei mounwas beTause of the length of the run place go to Perea
where he will attend to the takwhich was found to be too long. The tains
of testimony in the partition suit
cars could not be kept clean. The re- ing
the Canon de San Diego land grant,
cent laws passed by the Mexican gov- for
testimony will be taken In the
ernment requiring all supplies for which town
iy the referee In the case.
these cars to be purchased in that later
New Mexican.
country and also requiring trainmen
to be able to speak the Spanish lanStabbing Affray.
guage were also factors."
On Tuesday evening of last week,
The service that is to be abandoned
man named
is the longest through car line in the about 8 o'clock, a young
aistance being Will Wrisbin, In tthe employ of J. W.
world, the
nearly 3,l00 miles from Caicago and Anderson, was walking along Fifth
2,500 from Kansas City. It was estab- street north of the court house when
lished about a year ago and was ex- he was met by a stranger who pushed
up close beside him. The young man
tensively advertised.
stepped aside yielding the sidewalk
A Night Alarm.
but while doing so was struck a severe
Worse than an alarm of fire at night blow with a knife on the wrist almost
is the brassy cough of croup, which severing it from the arm. The cowsounds like the children's death knell ardly assailant then ran into an alley
and it means death unless something and there is no clue as to his Identity.
Foley's Honey and The wound was attended to by Messrs.
is done quickly.
Tor nover fails, to arive instant relief Kinsinger and Bradley and the paand quickly cureB the worst forms of, tient Is doing as well as could be hopcroup. Mrs. P. L.. uoruier, oi hiubuiub-ton- ed for.
Ky.. writes: "My
Wrisbin has not an enemy in the
irlrl hail n Kevere case of croun; the world so far as he knows, and the
doctor Baid she could not live. I got a blow was evidently Intended for an
bottle of Foley s Honey and lar, tne other.
first dose gave quick relief and saved
Yesterday evening the patient left
her life." Refuse substitutes. Sold by for his home at Big Springs. Tex., and
Alvarado Pharmacy.
we shall probably hear nothing more
o
of the mysterious and cowardly crimp.
.
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KILLING AT MONTOYA.
One Man Killed Another Wounded
at Montoya.
Last Friday a Portuguese proceed
ed to load himself with bad whiskey
ami then waiUed to kill every American cit'zen In Montoya. says the Santa
Rosa Star. During his spree he hid
some difficulty with the saloonkeeper
and went out, procured a gun and began shooting at the saloon. The saloonkeeper hid until about 3 o'clock
Saturday morning ana then went into
his saloon to build a fire to get wa rn.
While doing this someone came to tne
door and tried to gain admittance,
and not being admitted as soon as he
ought, he" oegan pounding on the door.
The saloonkeeper thinking it was the
Portuguese told the man to leave, and
not being obeyed the saloonkeeper
took his shotgun and fired through the
door, striking the man in the head
and cutting away the upper part of
his ear and badly mangling the back
part of his head. The saloonkeeper
heard the man groaning and stepped
outside, and to his surprise and horror
he found the man that he had shot
was one of his friends and had come
to his tent to get some whiskey for
his sick wife. The saloonkeeper carried the wounded man in and cared for
him, then took a handcar and went to

Roswell Record.

Demlng, the seat of the new county
of Luna.

This Will Interest Mothers.

Mother amy's Sweet rowdcru for Children, successfully used bv Mother rSrnv,
yen rs n nurse In the Children's Home In
New York. cure fevcrishness, bnd stomach, teet hini! disorders, move and regulate
the bowels nmi destroy worms. They are
no
to insie and ahrmless as milk.
( nlldren like them.
Over l.e-- i testimonrun-.- .
of
ials
They never fall. Sold lv all
drug-gis- t
2:
Ask todnv. S.tmple free.
Address Allen 8. oimstead, I Hoy, N. Y.

7

MAUSARD'S
CHAS. MAUSARD, Proprietor.

SUICIDE OR HEART FAILURE.
Man,

A

Named George Sherlock,
Found Near Fruitland.

A death from suicide

of heart failure occurred near Fruitland Sunday.
The facts as ascertained by our special reporter are as follows:
'ine man was found under a ledge
just above the road, a little west of the

coal mine, on Sundav evening. J. E.
McCarty returning from Jewett. noticed him laying there and shouted,
but receiving no response concluded
the man was asleep, and drove on.
Aftter being home some time, becoming uneasy over the matter, he sent
two boys to wake the fellow up and
bring him back. They made the discovery that the man was desd and Mr.
McCarty notified the justice of the
peace (W. G. Black) who took the matter In hand. A note was found on h'm
which read: "My name Is George Sher-locaged 43. occupation miner of
Quarry." They also found lying near
him. a pocketknife, some laudnum and
a white substance which has since
been proven to be cyanide of potassium.
An Inquest was held Monday with
Dr. McEwen in attendance, who made
a postmortem examination, and tho
Jury brought in a verdict that the deceased died of heart trouble. He was
burled Tuesday afternoon.
By the way, 'there is a general opinion since the Inquest that the man
committed suicide from the fact that
the drug found near him was the deadliest of poisons, and there were evidences of his having taken some. At
least there was some spread out on a
paper near him.
REAL ESTATE

John

TRANSFERS.

Lee to Julius Kalter, lots
and 4, block 2, John A. Lee addition;

3

A.

1250.

Margaret Scott and husband to A. A.
Henry, lots and 7, block 4, Northern
addition; $1.
Aniceto G. de Romero to John A.
Rierman, a piece of land near La
Vega de Loa Picos, 70x130 varas; $200.
Maria G. Garcia to Antonio Jose
Garcia and wife, a piece of land In the
G

The Largest and Best Flour Mills In New Mexico. Flour and bran In car
Lota a Specialty.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
-

00KK0000CC0
BEARRUP

BROS. & CO....
Albright Place, Moun-

tain Road....

....Your Patronage Solicited.

WOOL PULLERS
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

TH

town of Duranes; $50.
Santiago Baca and wife to Antonio
Jose Garcia and wife, a piece of
land In the town of Los Duranes; $100.
Leon Greening to Antonio Jose Garcia and wife, a piece of land In Old
Albuquerque, precinct 13;$40.
Jesus Apodaca and wite to school
directors. S. D. 5, a tract of land In

precinct

4,

I

ST. ELMO

SAMPLE AND CLUB ROOK.

Finest
Whiskies,
Brandies,
Wines, etc.

J08EPII BAKNETT, Prop.

5; $40.

THIRD STREET

$90.

Meai Market

RURAL MAIL DELIVERY.
Roswell to Have the First Route In

the Territory.
Postmaster Mathews has received
notice that the rural route petition of
Hoswell has been granted and will be
established March i.
As stated In these columns several
weeks ago, this route will leave the
city limits on North Missouri avenue.
The course will then be cast to the
east line of the John Stone tract,
thence south and east to South
Springs ranch and return.
Spivy Neatherlin will have charge
and will no doubt make an accommodating carrier. Record.
COMMITTED SUICIDE.

Separated From

A1,r8fres!ml saiuieais.
STEAM SAUSAGE

E MIL KLEINWORT, Prop.
MASONIC BUILDING.

B.

RUPPE,

two-ounc- e

DESTR

mm

R. W. D. Bryan
M.

CAUSE

Office,
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.

Mil

and BALDNESS
tr Germ thai is Destroying
the Hair Root

tablished towns.

o

Demlng has Just been incorporated.

IS THE SCIENTIFIC REMEDY
THAT KILLS THESE
PARASITIC GERMS.

for

Sale ky

DrujjUt.

Price $1.00.

H.

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

N. M.

FALLING HAIR

HER PICIDE

In Demlng good safe loans can be
had at better rates than in the old es-

John

DANDRUFF

o

o

building.

ATTORXEY-ai-Urooms 2 and S.
N. T. Armijo building. Albuquerque, N.M.

OP

Mexican drawn work we are
showing a big assortment. Albert

Railroad avenue.

First National Hank
Frank W. Clancy
E. W. Dobton

NEWBRO'S

305

Office,

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

Faber,

Albuquerque. N.

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

O

In

THIRD STREET

PRESCRIPTIONS

O

o
In Demlng another good hotel is
needed to accommodate the enormous
increase of population.

FACTORY.

His Wite El Paso
Man Took Poison.
The El Paso News says that disheartened because his wife was Bepar
ated from him, Ed. Biron committed
suicide in that city Saturday afternoon
I
by swallowing nearly an ounce of
laudanum.
Biron was found dead In room No.
Mutual Telephone 143.
4 at the Arlington hotel.
He had deAlbuquerque.
liberately planned and carefully executed his plans. The door was secureRailroad Avenue and Second Street.
ly locked and it was necessary for the
authorities to break it opeii to enter.
On the bed they found the lifeless body
of Biron with a half emptied
(Homestead Entry No. 6537.)
bottle of laudanum and a letter beside
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
hi in. The letter was sealed and adNotice for Publication.
DENTISTS
dressed to his wife at Ixirdshurg. N. Department of the Interior, Land OfM.. and Justice Spencer,
who was
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., February 5,
E. J. Alger, D. D. 8.
called in to investigate, opened the
1902.
ARMIJO BLOCK, over Ilfeld Brother.
missive and read it to endeavor to
hours: 8 a. m. to 12 p. m. ; 1:30 p. m
Notice is hereby given that the fol- Office
learn therefrom why the man had
to & p. m.
telephone No. 462.
lowing named settlor has filed notice AppointmentsAutomatic
taker his own life.
made by mail.
of his Intention to make final proof In
Deralng needs one hundred new support of his claim, and
LAWYERS
that Baid
houses to Bupply the demand,
and proof will be made before the register
Dernard
8. Rodey
needs them now. This demand con
or receiver at Santa Fe, New MexATTOR.,
Albuquerque, N.
tinues to grow.
ico, on March, 18, 1902, viz:
Mrs. M. Prompt attention given to ail business1
o
pertaining
profession.
to
the
Agricultural lands In Demlng are un Thomas J. Kilcy, for the NE'4 of sec- tice In all courts of the territoryWillandpracbesurpassed for fertility, production of tion 11, T. 8 N.. K. 6 E., N. M. P. M.
fore the United States land office.
fruits and vegetables of all kinds.
He names the following witnesses
I. M. Bond
prove his continuous residence upon
to
42 F street, N.
ATTORN
MISS IDA McCUNE
viz:
W.. Washington, D. C. Pensions, lands,
Teacher voice and piano. Enquire and cultivation of said land, Humphrey,
patents,
copyrights,
ravlats,
Dioniclo
Romero,
letters patR.
John
at 1. niiiary building or leave order
Juan Lovato,.Arch K. Humphrey, all ent, trude marks, claims.
at Hotel Highland.
of Ewcobosa, N. M.
William D. Lee
ATTORNEY-AT-LAMANUEL It. OTERO, Register.
Office, room 7,
N. T. Armijo building.
Win practice In
II the courts of the territory.

O
O
O

Orders taken for every known make
of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque
Hardware company.

120 W. Railroad Ave., Albuquerqne.

Nell B. Field to Teofllo Romero, lot
block 3, N. J. Sanchez addition;

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

Demlng will be the great smelter
center. Two large plants will be installed within the year.

000C

OOOKKCK0

o
A FINE BIT OF
O
PERFECT
O FOOTWKAR IS TO BE SEEN IX
&
O A PINGHEE
SMITH S LA- O DIES' SHOE FOR SALE HERE.
B. ILFELD & CO.
O

MILLS

Crom.

Stlngle,
Cromwell

PHYSICIANS
Dr. J. E. Bronton
Homeopathic Physician,
Room 17,
Whiting Block.

pl

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenue

Horses and Mules bought and exchanged. Livery, Sale. Feed and
Transfer Stables
FIRE INSURANCE
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Secretary Mutual Building Association
Address W. L. TRIMBLE & CO,
Office at J. U. Baldrldge's Lumber Yard
Albuquerque, N. 11.

A. E.

WALKER
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Men's Colt Skin
Single

JFoles

THE SURFACE BEAUTY OF LEATHER IS APPARENT TO THE MOST
CASUAL OBSERVER. THE OTHER

,

BEAUTIES OF WEAR AND COMFORT ARE DEVELOPED BY TIME
AND USE. COLT 8KIN LEATHER
HAS BEEN TRIED AND GIVEN SATISFACTION. IT IS LIGHT AND SOFT
ANw YET IT DOES NOT CRACK OR
SKIN. THE BOTTOMS OF THESE
SHOES ARE MADE OF BEST OAK
TANNED SOLE LEATHER. STYLES,
LACE OR CONGRESS.
PLAIN OR
CAP TOES.

Double Soles

GETTING UP A GOOD DINNER.
becomes a very easy problem after the
groceries are selected. If the groceries
are not right surely the dinner won't
be. Tne best way to be sure of a good
dinner is to order the groceries of
BELL & CO. Then you'll not only get
what's good, but what's best.1 Prices
are small.

J. L. BELL
Nos. 118 and

10 South

& CO.
Second

St

Special Sale of Felt Shoes
still have a nice line left and offer them at the following reduced prices:
Ladies Dongola. Flannel Lined, at $1.25, $1.50, $1.75, choice for 95 cents.
Ladies' Felt and Quilted Slippers, $1, $1.25 and $1.50, choice for 80 cents.
Men'B Felt Slippers, $1.25, $1.35. $1.50, all for 95 cents.

"We

CITY NEWS.
Demlng, the gateway to the best
part of Old Mexico.
Window shades in all colors and
widths at Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad
Demlng, the railroad center of New

Mexico.

'

Freth Cut Flowers.
IVES, THE FLORIST.
This Is a good time for the ounce of
prevention. Chamois" vests at Williams, 117 West Railroad avenue.
When In need of anything in our
line call and let us figure on your
work.
William Glbbs, tlnBbop, 212
Gold avenue.
ASK YOUR GROCER FOR "PRIDE
OF RIO GRANDE" FLOUR FROM
CALIFORNIA WHEAT.
FLOUR IS
EQUAL TO COLORADO'S BEST.
Have you ever noticed that the tips
.of your shoe laces are most likely to
come off when you are in a hurry?

Avoid this trial to your temper by buy
ing me new uongdon patent lace with
invisible metal ends that will stay on
as long as the string lasts. Only 6
cents a pair at C. May's popular priced
shoe store.
Buy your blankets and comforters
of Albert Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
Demlng, the coming city of New
Mexico.
o

Spring Goods.
Our spring stock is beginning to arrive. Look at our 'spring style Knox
hats, stiff and soft, from $2.50 to $5.
Simon Stern, the Railroad avenue clo-

thier.

.

We Do Not Keep the "Just as Good"
kind.
We keep the best. For soft coal,
hard coal, stove wood or kindling you
are sure of getting your money's worth
when trading at HAHN'S.
o

Demlng water la rhcm if ft 11 v rtiiro
equal to Polan Springs.

Birthday and
Wedding Gifts
'

RAILROAD AVtNUE

Pantouris
Hat.
This new and exclusive style
U now on sale In ah colors,
B ack, Pearl and Brown. Every good dresser should see
them.
PINGREE & SMITH'S FINE
SHOES.

J. A
4

it--

.

E. L.

.

ILFELO & CO.

Butterick
Patterns
Black Cat Hose
Centemeri Glove:

W. Railroad Ave.
Telephone 259.

EXTRAORDINARY

Pingree & Smith's
Shoes for Women

Albright's Shoes
for Children
Jaeger's Underwear

VALUES

WE SHALL OFFER ON

-

Wednesday Only, Feb. 12.
500 Dozen

100 Dozen

50 Dozen

company.
MEN'S LINEN
COLLARS,
General MacArthur will leave Den
LADIES' FULL SIZED HEM- MEN'S NECKTIES A FEW
ver tonight and will pasH through this
DIAMOND ..BRAND, ..TURN
STITCHED
HANDKERCHIEFS
IN THE LOT
city tomorrow night. He will make
DOWN AND STANDING. IN
SELL REGULAR FOR 5 CTS.
BUT MOSTLY TECKS
Inspection of the army posts In New
ARF
A
EACH.
5 1ZE3 FROM 14 TO
REGULAR
35 CENT TIES
Mexico and Arizona.
REGULAR 20 CENT COLLAR.
WEDNESDAY'S SALE PRICE
Sol. Block, who was at Farmlntrton
WEDNESDAY'S SALE PRICE
WEDNESDAY'S SALE PRICE
returned to the city last night and
will remain with his family for a short
time. Mr. Block has about 6,000 sheep
wintering near Farmington, and he re
ports them in -- rst class condition
Mrs. John S. Trimble and children
left last night for their new home at
El Paso, where Mr. Trimble Is engag
NINETEEN INCH TAFFETA
THIRTY-SIed in the transfer and livery business.
INCH SILESIA
THIRTY ? X INC" PERCALE3
Quite a number of friends were at the
WA.ST LINING IN GRAY. TAN,
SILKS.
ALSO
A
FEW
PIECES
depot to bid Mrs. Trimble good-bye- .
P THIS SEASON'S
BROWNS, DRABS AND LIGHT
SUKAHS. ALL ARE REGULAR
Mrs. Walton gave her usual enjoy-ab.- e
INGS
REGU-LZnli- f,
AND STYLES.
COLORS.
REGULAR
10
AND
club dance at Grant's hall last
12
CENT
LAR 12
ADES.
night, but on account of the many enCENT GOODS.
SALE PR.CE
tertainments occurring last evening
WEDNESDAY'S SALE PR.CE
WEDNESDAY'S SALE PRICE
the attendance was a little lighter than
usual. Mrs. Berry furnished the music.
Rev. P. A. Morrison, presiding elder
of the Methodist Episcopal church,
left last night for El Paso. Before
returning to Albuquerque again Rev.
Morrison expects to take a trip along
IU I CI bG l II UULIIU J
the new El Paso-RocIsland railroad.
Mrs. Ernest A. Grunsfeld, wife of
Major Grunsfeld,
of Albuquerque, will arrive In the city to99999999999999999999oooo
morrow on a visit to her sisters, Mrs.
COOOOOOOOOCXDOOOOOCOOOOOOOO
Alfred and Mrs. Ivan 'Grunsfeld, making her stay at the pretty home of the son. Carl Jones is an electrician and
ej, .jut fULi Xf
Is here to test the Wire holnor m, In
!JL8,t ML
former on West Aailroad avenue.
new Alvarado hotel.
i
Mrs. Marion Kennedy, who was at the
The Albuaueraue hlrvrlo tiiiovoo
El Paso on a visit to friends, returned
to the city this morning, and for the getting auite bold. I
time being will reside at the residence tween 6 and 7 o'clock J. A. Murphy's
eioien irom in rront or his
of Mrs. H. J. Rehder on South Broadway. It Is quite likely the lady will Shon on Conner nvpnnn Thla
make Albuquerque her home In the in broad daylight B. Ruppe's wheel
was taken from the front of his place
future.
,
Lenten services In St. John's Epis- of business on Railroad avenue.
Mrs. J. A. SlimtVipra receiver! thin
copal church commence tomorrow:
Ash Wednesday at 10 a. m.: Bible morning a telegram conveying the sad
Your last chance to buy Winter Goods
class In the evening at 7:30. also news of the death of her sister, Mrs.
about two-thir- ds
every Wednesday till Easter; Litany David D. Miller, at Denver C.cAn loot
every Friday at 4 p. m., with lecture night. Mrs. Miner is a sister also of
value
is
now hand, as they are rapidly disapon the doctrine of the Holy Ghost. B. C. Robertson, i- -e mesa ranchman,
Will
n
be
and
rememberer!
Iv
nnmhi.
pearing
These services are open to all. Church
from our shelves and counters.
of our citizens, as she visited Albupeople are specially invited.
querque
on
several
the past
Joe Miller, representing Thompson. few years. Besides occasions
a sister and brothWilson & Co., wholesale distillers and er
here.
the
lonvoa
deceased
fan
liquor dealers of Paducah, Ky., came daughters
and one son to mourn her
in from the south this mornings anJ is
around enjoying the western hospital- ueaiu.
ity of Col. Billy Trim-.- e,
who is also a
Paducah, Ky.. product.
This is Mr.
.
Miller's first trip to the territory and
Ducks
he is especially pleased with Aluuquer- Wild geese
1,ie- ,.
Dressed turkeys
W. H. Matson, Jr., traveling passen
Dressed chickens
ger agent of the Santa Fe coast lines.
fresh fish
came in from the west this morning
Patent Case oysters
and will meet here tonight a special
Patent
Case clams
train of recruits from Sackett's HarSmokec white fish
bor, N. V., bound for San Francisco,
Smoked tongues
thence to the Philippines. Today Mr.
Iresh lobsters
Matson Is visiting his parents. W. H.
SAN JOSE MARKET.
Matson, Sr.. and wife, and brother. O.
g
A. Matson.
are
being
all
out
sold
O
give
big
will
price
Mrs. Walton
her February
SEE WHAT THE LATEST W a
reductions, and it will
social at Grant's ha'l on Thursday O B. CORSET IS BY COMING TO O
v
O
evening. February 20, instead of on St.
OUR
f-'- J
STORE.
WHERR
VR O
xwxu7 iu ua 1U1 uicoo guuus.
J
night as previously an- O SHOW A COMPLETE STOCK OF O
Valentlne'B
nounced.
The special feature to be O W. B. CORSETS.
B. 1LFELD A. CO.
given on the 20th instant will be a O
O
prize waltz and two-steOne gentle
man, who is toeing half century mark,
o
A Good Time for All.
claims that he will win the prize withDe sure to attend the alentlnn ball
out half trying.
'Work has actually commenced," at Odd Fellows' hail on Saturday even- said Col. Martin S. Tierney. the street lnff. February 15. Fine nrncramn
commissioner, "on the grading of Edith the best music in the city. Given by
street from Railroad avenue south, and lottonwootl No. 2. Woodmen Pirate.
half a dozen teams will be kept em- Admission, GO cents.
o
ployed until that avenue looks as nice
Avenue
New England Bakery.
as the other Highland thoroughfares.
Wedding cakes, bread and pastry of
The street will be cut down where
2
needed and all the low places filled up every description. Send us your order. 5
p
with good adobe dirt.
Carpenters' and machinists' tools of
W. A. Rule, cashier of the National
coocococococococ
Bank of Commerce of Kansas City, all kinds. Albuquerque Harware company.
Mo., and family arrived this morning
o
from the west In special car No. 200.
Hot Tamalea Every Night.
Mr. Rule, with his family, are just re- tuurnlng from a three weeks' business
At the Metropolitan (Billy Berry's
and pleasure irip on the coast. Ho ex place) hot tamales will be served
pects to spend a couple of days in every night.
Families wishing tamales
Albnnquerque. and says that the new
depot gives the city a very imposing can order by telephone.
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN
o
appearance.
you
Demlng!
Have
been
If
there?
Harry Weiller was the hero of a
get there for the hlz
runaway which occurred on South not. you should
SHELF AND
Urst street this morn'.ng. A farm sale of lots on the 17th of this month.
team tied to the curbing in front of
HEAVY
the hitney company hardware store
became frightened at some dry goods
uoxes on the sidewalk, broke loose and
D. VV. LANE.
WAGON WOOD WORK. IRON PIPE FITTINGS. BRASS GOODS and
started south at full speed, but they
did not get far before Mr. Weiller.
GENERAL STEAM AND WATER SUPPLIES.
with the grace of a toreador, ran up
810 S. Edith St
MANUFACTURERS OF GALVANIZED
ana caught them by the bits.
CORNICE AND SHEET
Hon. G. Pitman Smith came in last
METAL GOODS.
Leave word at Ruppe's or Wilnight from Kansas City. Mr. Smith
WRITE TO US FOR PRICES.
liams' Drug Store, and will call
was an attorney in Albuquerque for
with samples. '
some time, coming here in 1883. He
SANITARY PLUMBERS. STEAM AND GAS FITTERS.
is now with the Wabash railroad His
family has been in town spending the
South First St.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
winter and he comes to visit them.
His wife is a sister of Mrs. W. D. Clay- - Old 'Phone
New 'Phone
'COCOCICXDCXXXOCXXXOCXXXXXOOO
ion, air. bmitn win remain here only
59.
152
a few days. Many of the older citizens
or Albuquerque will remember him.
MONEY TO LOAN.
J. W.
MONEY TO LOAN
On diamonds, watcnes. etc.. or any
Carl Jones, the son of Hen L. Jones
good security; also household goods
Progressive
Mortician
and
Em
surprised his father last night by arriv- stored with me; strictly confidential.
,
balmer.
ing rrom Chicago.
On diamonds, watches or any good
When the train
Highest cash price paid for household
reached the city, the son ascertained Open day and night. Calls are goods. Automatic
security. Great bargains In watches
'phone
120.
where bis father was stonninir ami
T. A. WH1TTEN. 114 Gold avenue. of every description.
promptly attended to.
turned in for the night. On reaching his
i
room Mr. Jones was surprised to find
A. H. YANOW,
Demlng has now a large Ice plant
I Also
Monuments
Bume one occupying his bed. and an
light
system
and
209
electric
under
South Second street, few doors
N. Second
J investigation discerned that
it was bis Office and parlor
north of
FOUR-IN-HAND-

S

17'

3c each

19c each

5c each

500 Yards

1000 Yards

75 Pieces

33c the yard

6c the yard
&

k

store on Wednesday.

t t

9c

the yard

SMITH'S sfTOtfM bm
uJU lil

If
... if t t,t.t rt t t
LAST CALL!
at

at

Overcoats and Ulsters,
Suits and Trousers,
Heavy Underwear and Hosiery,
Winter Gloves and Mittens,
Flannel and Percale Shirts

ooooooooooooooooaa

at

SIM ON STERN
Whitney

The

1

W. B. Corsets

The Railroad

EVERITT, The Diamond Palace

.'

This city will get an army post In
tne near future.
Capt. W. E. Dame with his wife, reg
istered at Santa r e yesterday.
Dr. J. P. Kaster. chief surgeon of
the Santa Fe hospita. system, was a
passenger to Las egas this morning.
Harmony lodge No. 17. I. O. O. F.
meets this evening at 7:30 o'clock. All
members of the order are Invited to be
present.
E. A. Aldridge and wife left this
morning ror their home at Delphi, Indiana, after a pleasant visit of six
weeks with friends in this city.
The bodv of Miss Lena Ruth Mr..
Qulston, who died Sunday morning at
ner rooms on xsortn fourth street,
win be shipped to- La Grange, 111., to
night.
There will be a regular meeting of
tne uetan .Merenants association to
n!cht at 8 o'clock. In the nffl p nf Sop
retary Fleischer, 215 South Second
sireei.
The passenger train from the south
this morning was delayed nearly three
hours. It was held at El Paso to wait
for the Irish Pawnbroker's Theater

ooooooooooooooooaoo

Diamonds, Silverware, Cut Glass, largest stock of the
Lowest prices.

finest jewels.

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.

9

WALKOVER

$3.50

SHOES.

The best shoe on earth. New
spring stock of men's and
children's cluthing la now
being received.

Washburn.

Clothier

Company

1

HARDWARE

WALL PAPER.

Edwards

6

,

Pill

m

1

t

